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REGISTER
Appear before
county clerk
Today or Tomorrow
And swear you were pre-
vented from registering
'By Absence or Sickness
of yourself or family.
thourab oinning
lbw 
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ELECTIONS HELD
IN DOZEN ;STATES:
ON NEXT TUESDAY
In Five] of Which Governors
Will beThosen, While Some
Will Elect Senators and
Cleveland and San Francisco
Offer Hot Municipal Contests
A LINE ON WHAT IS COMING
New York, Oct. 29.—There
elections in twelve states on week
from tomorrow. In Maesachusette,
Rhode island, Marylsnd, Mississippi
and Kentucky * governor and other
state officers are to be chosen; in
New Jersey, a governor only; in New
York, two associate justices of the
court of appeals; in Pennsylvania, a
state treasurer, and in Nebraska a
teemed commissioner and two re-
gems of the state university. In
Ohio, Utah and Oalifornia, municipal
°Ricers are to be selected, while in
Now York county a number of judges
arid a sheriff are to be voted for.
The Prohibitionlets have a state
ticket in all the states except Mary-
land and Mississippi, and city tickets
in Cleveland and Charmed, but not
in San Franchise) or Salt Lake.
The Socialists also have tierces; in
all the states except Mississippi and
Maryland, and city titkets in CIncin
nate Cleveland and Salt Lake, but
not in San Francisco,
The Sosial-Labor party has
tickets in Kentucky and Massachu-
setts and New Jersey, while Union
leaser made nomination' for city offi-
cers In San Franciscd.
There is only one ticket--tt e Dern-
ocratie—in MissMewl and the result,
of course, is not doubtful.
In Massachusetts there are ten
tickets. five being divided among the
Democrats. who are engaged in a far
eaglet tight with the state delegation
to the national Demonratic connate
ballot law commission decided that
ballot is wcomtnission decided that
Herne M. Whitney was the tromenee
for governor.
In Nebraska the Demos-rats a.nd
Populists fused on the °Meal* to be
voted for throughout the state.
. In Mee:land there will be a straight
centest between the Democrats end
;he Republicans, only the two parties
having made nominations for state
odicers. In addition to these a home
of delegates and one-half of the state
senate are to be eficted. The next
legislature will choose tec United
States senators--one to fill the unex-
pired term of the late Ailleur T. Gor-
man, and the other to take the phtee
ot Senator Rayner, The Republicans
adhere to the old plan of senatorial
election, but the Democrats are 20 put
into effect a new senatorial primary
plan, which requires every member of
the legislature to robe for the candi-
date receiving the highest vote in his
distriet. The senatorial primaries, so
far at least as the Democrats are eon
serried, will hereafter be a part of the
retrular elections in Maryland. Six
aspirants for the long term will be
sated for November 5, the candidate
for the shoal term havieg no owe:se
tien.
GO V. BRADLEY SUMMARIZES
CHARGES AGAINST BECKHAM
ADMINISTRATION OF STATE
Refutes the Many Allegations and
Disposes of Claims of Economy
and Good Management
Louisville, Oct. 29. — Governor
Bradley has repeatedly made certain
specific charges against the adminis-
tration of Governor Beckham. These
charges have been uttered from the
tlatform and printed in the newspa-
pers, but they still remain unan-
swered.
On several occasions Governor
Bradley has gone exhaustively into
the criticism of Beckham's regime.
He has now furnished a summary,
which in brief and comprehensive
form shows the graft and extrava-
gance of Democratic misrule, and
exposes the misrepresentations that
have been made during the campaign
by Democratic speakers. The sum-
mary follows:
Messrs Beckham and Hager have
been denouncing the statements of
Governor Bradley concerning Demo-
cratic mismanagement in Kentucky
as untrue.
On the night of October 19 Gov-
ernor Bradley, at Louisville, made
specific response, and in that re-
sponse he proved by reference to
books by pages the falsehoods of his
adversaries, as follows:
First—Beckham's claim that the
general assembly under Bradley was
Republican is shown to have been un-
true, as the house in 1896 and 1897
was Republican and the senate Dem-
ocratic.
The statement by Mr. Beckham
that the house of reform was not es-
tablished at that session Is untrue.
It was then established. (See Acts
1896, page 55.) The messages of
Governor Bradley of 1896 and 189'4
both -tell attention to the necessity
of the house of reform.
Second----Governor Bradley charges
that in 1902 the general assembly
refused ia make an appropriation for
the St. Louis exposition. which Gov-
ether Beckham has not since denied.
and that but for the action of citi-
zens of the state no exposition could
have beenfhad. He charges the Rime
as to the Jamestown exposition.
Third—As to common schools,
Governor Bradley charges that the
The local elections, particularly in
New York county, Cleveland, Cincin-
nati, Salt Lake and San Francl000
are of particular interest this year.
In New York county the Repubte
cans and the Independence League
Menne) forces have fused on the
cotartty ticket, which Is made up of a
number of court justices and a sher-
iff. This gives unusual Interest to
the contest although tha Republeans
named the head of the ticket, M. Lin.n
Bruce, for justice of the supreme
court, the most imps:este ofilee, that
of sheriff went to the Independence
I .e a-gue , waose nom -nee . Max mil leen
F. Ihneven. has oeen ware it.
I (eerie 's campaign Trees- s, in se ve
teal igyreategns. Of the ten Judges
nominated she Republicans namea
five and the Independence League the
others. Opposed to Ihnseen on the
Democratic ticket Is Thomas F, Foley
Democratic leader of the Second As
sembly district and a well known fig-
ure in east side politics, while James
W, Gerard heads the Df macratk
ticket for justice of the supreme
court. Soon after the nominations
were made, Mayor McClellan, who
had been apposed to the present Tam-
many machine, announced that he
would suppose the Democrate ticket
against the Republican-Hearst cone
bine. • '
In Cleveland, Oongressman Theo
dore R. Burton is contesting the
mayoralty with Thomas L. Johnson
who is understood to be the repre-
sentative of William J. Bryan in Ohio
and to indorse Bryan's views on the
subjects of puleic
There are four tickets in Salt Lake
City, the American or anti-Mormon
party having made nominations for
local offices as have the Republicans,
PATROLMEN SHIFTED
A change of assignment of patrol-
men was made last night and new
faces were seen on bests this morn-
ing in several sections of the city.
Patrolmen Jones and Dugan were as-
signed to the depot beat, day watch:
Patrolmen Carter and Hessian were
assigned to Kentucky avenue beet.
Patrol mars Wood wa-s assigned
with Patrolman Rouse, to the night
shit of the depot beat, while Patrol-
man Ferguson was given the Third
street beat on the night shift. teens.
Beckhamites have collected for the
following years on the increased value
of property more than the value due
ing his administration, to wit: in
1904. $61,085,324; in 1905, $83,-
798,279; in 1906, $129,503.474; In
1907, $207.016,636. He also charges
that the present administration, al-
though the value of taxable property
was increased so materially after his
administration went out of power.
was never able to reach the per
capita of $2.70 which was paid by
the Republicans until after they in-
creased the rate of taxation for wheel
purposes front 22 cents during his
administration to 26eS cents on the
one hundred dollars. March 4. 1904,
(Continued on Page Six.)
Grain Market.
Cincinnati. Oct. 29.—Wheat, 99
corn, 59; oats, 50.
QUARTERLY CONFERENCE
AT BROADWAY METHODIST
Quarterly conference will be held
tonight at the Broadway Methodist
church by the Rev. J. W. Blackard.
presiding elder. It is the final con-
ference for the year. The incoming
official board will be selected and the
reports made for the approaching
annual meeting of the Memphis con-
ference -at Humbolat on November
13th.
Gen. Msainiollaky Shot.
St. Petersburg. Oct. 29.- -Gen Max-
imoffelcy, director of the department
of prisons of the ministry of the in-
terior, was shot and killed today.
The general was the highest re
sponsible official connected with the
'Russian prisons and it is supposed
that this was the reason he was se-
lected for assassination by teh ter-
n:mites.
Won't Be Antimmeador.
'Mesa° City. Oct. 2t ----Joaquin D.
Causasus has denied absolutely that
he will go to- Washington as ambas-
sador to the United States when Gov.
Creel, of Chihuahua resigns that po-
sition to give all his attention to the
government of his state. 'Mr. Caucas-
us is president of a bank here and
is interested in many financial vent-
ures, which, he says. require all his
attention and leave no time for him
to dtvote to the diplomatic service.
Great Western Indicted.
Marshalltown. la. Oct. 29.—The
grand jury at Marshall county has
indicted the Great Western railway
on two counts for selling liquor on
Inventory Of Gridiron Wounds
Moves Lima College Football Fishing is said to be good now at
elle lake* aerate the river, and many
sportsmen are crossing over every
Team To Disband For Season day to tr ytheir luck at angling. Gamefish are said to be biting nicely con-
sidering the lateness of the season.
Uncle Joe's Boom' WHITECAPS DRIVE JO MAYHEW
OUT OF LYON COUNTY BECAUSE
THE FIRM IS SAID TO BE UNFAIR
BOYS LEARNING
TO GABLE OVER
CIGAR COUNTERS
HON. JOSEPH G. CANNON.
Chicago, Ill.. Oct. 29 --Uncle Joe
Cannon has become a fulefledgeel
presidential candidate, being backed
by the solid Republican Illinois con-
gressional delegation. He candidacy
was launched here last night.
F. W. KATTERJOHN
LOSES VALUABLE
DIAMOND IN CITY
Louisville, Oct. 29.—(Speceale—
F. W. Katterjohn, president of the
Katterjohn Construction company, of
Paducah, lost a diamond stud valued
at. $600. He reportadea to Major
Burke, night chief of police, this
morning.
Miners in Fight.
Meldiesbor0, Ks., 'Oct. 29.—(Spe
cat.l—Miners attempted to take pos-
session of the commissary and camps
at Stony Fork mines late last night.
Troops were rushed to the scene on a
locomotive and made two arrests.
None were hurt.
End of Remonstrance.
Middlesboro. Ky., Oct. 29.—(Spe-
dal. ) —Mrs. John• Suits killed John
Zettles, who threatened her because
she remonstrated with him for mis-
treating a child.
Rabe. go Burley. .
Winchester, Ky., Oct. 29.—(Spe-
cial. —The Burley Tobacco Growers'
association Is in session here today,
t receiving reports from practically alleounties in the district against raising
any crop next year.
Too Many Visitors.
Visitors to the skating rink at
Teeth street and Broadway have been
so mine-roes of late as to interfere
with workmen, and It has been found
necessary to lock the doors until the
building is completed arid ready for
service,
Lima, 0., Oct. 29.—After taking
an inventory of the Injuries sustained
b) the Lima College football team,
the captain today announced that the
eleven was disbanded. As jotted
down on the official records, the in-
ventory looked,,like the:
Six broken noses, four broken legs,
eight dislocated bones, twelve broken
fingers.
It was a sad meeting of the foot-
ball association. The members of the
team, as they hobbled in on crutches
or entered with their arms and heads
fractures, sprains, contusions end
dislocations.
The team was a strong one, but it
battled with the strong Wes.tern Re-
serve and Ntount Union elevens and
the way these teams shattered the
limbs and hopes of the Lima College
boys was tragic to behold.
As the captain said, "We disband,"
the cripples marched from the as-
sembly room toeless and helpless.
iftel the teams scheduled games have
been cancelled.
bandaged, presented a rueful appear- seemeeee 
ance.
Whru the captain looked down the
line of h's wounded heroes tears
came into his eyes. He called the
roil and z13 each name was pro-
note-iced the nearer answered; "Here;
a broken leg;" or, "Here; three
broken fingers;" and the secretary
wrote down the list and blotted it
with his tears. The list revealed thaf
the team had broken all records for
Democrats and Socialists.
, in San Francisco hhe Democrats
and the Good Government forces have
eiinArneniErflittielTIMITIOINe Treesent,
acting-mayor who is opposed by a
Republican as well as a enion Labor
candidate and the three-coenered
neat is decidedly lively.
FISHING IS GOOD
DRY GOODS BOOM
Paducah retail dry goods mer-
chants seem to be having an unpre-
cedented good business this week and
large amounts of merchandise are be-
ing sold daily. Besides the great de-
mand front residents of the city for
fall goods, an unusually large num-
ber of shoppers are coming from the
surrounding counties in Kentucky
and the boats are bringing in large
numbers of people from southern Il-
linois towns.
METROPOLIS WATER PLANT
They Visit His House at Night
and Abuse Him and Later
'Fell Him To Leave or Suffer
the Consequences- County
Judge Informs Mayhew His
Life is in Danger
Becauee he was enraged in getting
out ax handle timbers for a firm
that was under the ban of the Farm-
ers' union, Mr. Joe S. Mayhew. a
former resident of the eity, who ar-
rived in the city yesterday, says he
was forced to leave his work near
Lamasco, Lyou, county, by a band of
weitecapperst, who threatened to do
violence to Mr. Mayhew and his fam-
ily, if he did not leave that com-
munity at once.
Mr. Mayhew had been working as
a carpenter around Lamasvo far
some time.
Mr. Mayhew says he then got em-
ployment getting out timbers; for a
Clarksviiie firm and it soon developed
that they were under the bats of the
union.
Friday night of last week a band
of whitecappers went to his house
and after getting him out by a ruse,
made him dance and do all sorts of
antics to please the crowd. After he
was elniest :dead from exhaustion
they went away and on Sunday night
returned and left a bundle of
switches and a note, telling MT. May-
ltew that he would be severely dealt
with unless he left the country. Mr.
Mayhew says he went to the county
judge of Lyon county and asked for
motecelon, but that official advised
hint to leave the county telling huti
that he would certainly be killed if
he did not. The judge advised MT.
Mayhew to stay in the peniteatiara
that night to keep out of the way ot
the mob. A squad of deputies took
in Mr. Mayhew's family and house
hold goods, and they were sitorp,ed to
Padueah. where all arrived safely
yesterday. Mr. Mayhew says he is
mighty glad to get back.
Immediately after his arrival here,
he secured employment as a carpen-
ter and eala that hereafter Paducah
is the place for hen.
Mr. Fred Schiffman, the Paducah
plumber, has secured four contracts
in Metropolis to drill four ten inch
artesian wells, and is preparing to
start the work. The wells will cost
approximately $1.000 each, and the
work will require several week". Mr.
Schiffman drilled wells for the city
water plant at lerookperrt. and made
such a maces» with the work that he
was given an opportunity to )sid on
the eMtropolis job.
ENGINEER GALVIN
DIES OF INJURIES
FROM AL110 WRECK
Engineer Mike Galvin, who was
injured in a wreck at Almo. on the
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Saturday. October 19, died this after-
noon at 12:30 oetocit at Riverside
hospital front his injueles. The fam-
ily had hope of his recovery until last
night, when he began to sink. Tht
other victims of the wreck are im-
proving.
Galvin was in charge of a special
engine, running teen Paducah to
Lexington, Tenn. Near Almo it col-
lided with a local freight. All the
heetue-Men were hart. Galvin stis-
tainedea dislocated shoulder and in-
ternal Injuries, besides serious abra-
sions in jumping: Just 49 days be-
fore he was in a similar accident near
the same place.
He was shout 32 years old and
leaves a wife and one brother, Mr.
Dan Galvin. of this city.
Others hurt in the wreck were
Engineer Sandy Herring and Fireman
John Fay Mitchell and Fred Lowry.
1
 
- --R.--etde Brown, deputy United States
marshal. arrested Dine Rowlands col-
ored, of M a y tic Iii . on the charge oe
bootlegging
- - - - - • - 
-----
THE WEATHER.
f:3e•-•-e--‘•
 voiffis0
CLOUDY .
Cigar dealers, who have been run-
Ling dice games, were given uoece
yesterday to stop the games. The
order was caused by the large num-
ber of boys, who were said to le
learning to gamble by playing the
games fur cigars. The tecit•r came
from Chief Collins and the police
were given orders to see that ite
rigidly enforced.
BLACK HAND KILLS
MEMBER WHEN HE
WEAKENS IN CRIME
New Yotk, Oct. 29.—With a bomb
and a loaded revolver under his
sweater the corpse of Vito Orernaldi,
an Italian, bearing three dagger
wounds, was found, on the Brooklyn
sidewalk today. Police believe Gre-
maidi was selected to carry out some
plot of the black hand. He was slain
by men on his trail for weakening at
the moment of executing the outrage.
TERRIBLE CHARGE
IS MADE AGAINST
A FAMOUS ACTOR
New York, Oct. 29.—Raymond
Hitchcock. the actor who is starring
in a musical production on Broad-
way, was arrested today on a charge
presented by *the Gerry society. The
offense with which the comedian is
charged is said to have been commit-
ted on orabout November 28, 1906,
at No. 126 West Forty-first street.
The girl named in the charge is Helen
Von Hagen, whose age was given as
15.
Ilitchcock's arrest today was said
by Mr. Garvau to have been the out-
come of the actor's examination on
October 25 before Magistrate Finn
At that time the comedian appeared
to push the case against Hugo C.
Voercks, whom he accused of trying
to blackmail hint out of $2,500.
Hitchcock was put on theestand.
where he admitted that he had taken
Elsie Voercks, sls.er of the defend-
ant, and Helerf Von Hagen in an au-
tomobile to his home at Great Neck,
L. I. He also testified that the
Vogreks girl and HelefreVon Hagen
bad visited bins at a house in West
Forty-first street. He has firmly de-
nied, however, that thereecver was
any wrongdoing on his part toward
the two girls.
Bill Paid; Attle'lleitent Released.
J. L. McGuire, mattagssr of the 1111144
ball aggregation now barnstorming
the south. yesterday pail 111.25 to
Hotel Belvedere, a board bill he
owed. The management of the hotel
feared McGuire was preparing to
jump It. but the young man stated
he did not and was willing to MO'.
An attnehnvert has been taken out fn
Justice Emery's court.
Increneing clondinere and warmer
tonight with probably rain in Welters%
portion. Wednesday rain and warm.
COUNT VON MOLKE
HOOTED BY CROWD
AS HE PASSED BY
Editor Harden Justified in his
Exposure of Von Molke and
His Friends aad Their
Immoralities and Political
Intrigue
KAISER PORI Hi %t TO SUE
Berle 0 I. 29. editor Mussel-
ian eaten, of eukueft. eass
ted uf Iii, (-lease 4)1 libeling .
Count Von Meike. The vele: loot
lay the e';- is. Von Molke :ebbe!
daring the reading of the jelg
neat. tees:ale on his ete hue, he
was pelted with dirt from the stree
Friends had to prot,‘A hiin
"wends 12 0111 a hooting crowd cry iti4.;:
''Down with the moral hoer."
Harden was reveived with
The eteurt said Harden was et.
in attack,: which exposed Von Molko
et Ilse elite., in the ehalges hu-
mor-dikes and eolithel Intrigues
made reminet the knights of tho
round tales..
It is s-aid the kaiser forced Von
Moike to sue Harden to test the truth
of the charge's,
'Possum Feast at No. 4.
Mr. Mann Clark. a member of the
board et fire and pence commission-
ers, and Chief James Wood, of the
fire department, were guests at a big
"possum feast" at No. 4 fire station
last night. Three large 'possums had
been prepared for the supper.
Tlurglarci Frightened Away.
Thieves tried to steer the Faulk-
ner's barber shop, 1-07 South Third
street, the; morning, but were fright-
ened away by the proprietor, who
sleeps above the shop. Mr. Faulk-
ner was awakened af a-Vela* by a
noise at the front doer, but before
he could get down stairs the burg-
lars had fled.
Doctors Attend Medical Meeting.
Drs, P. H Stewart, L. L. Smith,
C. H. Brothers. C. E. Purcell said E.
R. Earle. of the city, and Dr. Z. C.
Holland. of Grahaniville, .eft at 3:15
o'clock this morning for Clinton, Ky
to attend the semi-annual convention
,! the Southwestern Medical associa-
; on The meeting b.-gen this morn-
ing and will two one day.
Son Suhides.
Ed James, colored, employed on
the steamier Dick Fowler, has been
notified of the suicide of his sou_
Leo James. in Keokuk, Iowa. Tn.,
body is in the hands of a Keokuk
medical society and is being held
pending orders front the family. The
father does not believe that it is his
son, and has written for a more did-
mite deeription.
At a special registration being held
in the county clerk's office, 59 were
granted certificates today and yester-
day. Politically they are divided,
22 Republicans and 37 Democrats.
The regietration today has been
equally divided, six members of each
party registering. Tomorrow is the
last day.
A HEAVY FROST
The heavisst of the season came
last night and vegetation that es-
caped the earlier frosts met its flee).
Farmers at the market-fay that ;11
unprotected vegetables were lee
Pumpkins were in great demand
morning, and the denend is exp.
to giow greater ri, Italloeen
Preaches, e
GREAT GOLD FIND
Placerville, eels Oct.
the greatest strikes of gold In thi
history of California was made di, I,'
st grevsl diggings 4,11 the 'Ani, I,
reel', ease of bees Gold eas f.
teethe course of the chancel-ern
eels weighing front one la tee'
tune's,
Green Dole Enthusinetic.
Mr. Green Dale, who returned yes-
terday from the Panhandle section
of Texas, where he went with a pros-
pecting party, is enthusiastic over the
Prospects there for settlers, anti will
abos retirrn td take MI- his Melee.'
Mr. Dale breught a number of spesi-
mem; of the crops grown in that
country which are on exhibition at
the New Richmond hotel,
PATROLMAN CRITICAL
The cuisdition ci Patrolninin .S..1yort-
Ilitrley,' who has bee seffaring feint
Paralysis for some lime. took a turn
for the worst last night and for a
while his ilfe was despaired of. ne
rallieZ again this morning and thiu
afternoon is resting easy. J. It lei r.
ley, of Halle Tenn., a brother, a ho
Wi0 -notified of the serionsness of his
brother's condition last night, arrived
the; morning and is at his bedside to-
day.
MRS. HARRIET OSBORNE
Mrs, Harriet Osborne. 63 years
old, died this morning at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Osgood Bow-
yer, 1209 Jeffoneen tenet. after a
lingering illness. Mrs. Osborne had
made her home with Mrs Bowyer for
a long while and had many friends
in the city who still be pained to
learn of her death. Besides MM.
Bowyer, Nitra. oeborne leaves three
other children, Mr. Harvey, Osbot no
and' Mrs. Walters, of Cincinnati. and
Mr. Frank Osborne, of Jackson,
Tense The funeral will be held to-
morrow at ternoon at. 2 o'clock at the
Bowyer 'home, the R. W. T. Belle'
lag and the Rev, Calvin M. Thompson
officiating. The burial wtll follow la
Oak Grove cemetery. Mrs Oseerne
was a member of the Baptist church.
YOUNG MAN HAS
NEW THEORY
Human Life Seems Centered in Stomach.
All Else is Secondary.
The immense success which has
folowed L. T. Coulter during the past
year with his new preparation has
exceeeded anything of the kind- ever
before witnessed in most of the lead-
lug cite.% %here the young man has
tutroduced the mediclue. Cooper hits
a novel theory. He believes that the
human stomach is directly. responsi-
ble for most desease. To quote his
own words from an interview upon
his arrital in an easteru city: "The
average man or somas cannot be
sick if the stomach is working prop-
erly. To be sure, there are diseases
of a virulent nature, sueu as cancer,
tuberculosis, diabetes, etc which are
organic, and are not traceable to the
stomach, but even fevers can, in nine
cases out, of ten, be traced to some
thing taken into the statuette All of
this half sick, nervous exhaustion
that is now so common, is caused by
the stomachic conditions, and it is
because my remedy will and &mu
regulate the stomach that I am
zneettog with such success.
"TO sum the matter up—a sound
;digestive apparatus that is doing ita
!fa:: euty getting every particle of
,vitality out of all food by transferr-
!lug it to the bowels in a perfectly c11-
sted state—obis above all else
brings health."
Mr A. C. Brock. chef of the Brock
Restaurant, Market District, Boston,
Maps., who is a staunch believer in
Mr. Cooper's theory and medicine,
has this to' say: "1 had chronic in-
digestion for over three years. I
suffered terribly, and lost about thir-
ty pounds. I was a physical wreck
when I started this Cooper medicine,
a month or so ago. Today I am as
well as I ever was in my life. I am
no longer nervous, my food does not
distress me in the least, and I hive
splenctid appetite. e am gaining
flesh very rapidly--in flee, at the
rate of a pound a day. I would not
believe ,any medicine on earth could
have done for me what this has done.
It is a remarkable preparation and
Mr. Cooper deserves all his success."
We recommend the Vooper prepar-
:aim as being remarkable medi-
cines. W. B. Winer:son.
Vegetarian -Cats.
An Inquirer has written to the
Herald of Health, the organ of veg-
eterianIsm and physiciai degenera-
tion, asking for a diet for her cats.
The menu reconnuended is interest-
ing, and includes such dainties from
pussy's point of view as fresh boiled
water, mashed lentils and beans, cab-
!rage, cauliflower stump, fried pota-
ewe, soaked bread, biscuit, rice and
(ober puddinge, vegetable marrow
and green peas.
A blight of the tea plants caused
by the bite of mosquitoes is causing
meth alarm among the tea planters
In inda.
Scene from "The Botadninn," Milton 1..elebe 111 The Kentucky Saturday.
 ,At
The Kentucky
A Star Cast of ArtistsFriday PERCE R. BENT ON
Novmber
1.
Another Great West-
ern Play.
And a Pig Production of.
A Cowboy's Girl
A Story of the Plains.
THAT GOOD SHOW
one-half laugh : One-half sentiment '
Every act a most perfett picture of
western life.
PrIee — 'Jae. 35c. 50e and 75c.
Seats oa title Thursday 9 a. ne
Saturday
NOVertiber
WM. A. BRADY
Presents
Wilton Lackaye
2
In Hall Caine's Powerful
Play.
THE BONDMAN
Matinee and Night.
TTIE PA
INTERNATIONAL
SU DAV *lite% RALLY WILL BE
HELD IN LOUISVILLE.
Fit, Hundred Trained Teachers Will
Hold aleetings in Streets of
Kentucky City.
Bible class meetings by 5V4) train-
ti Bible claw teachers sill be held
ve.on the otreets of Louisville next
ue during the convention of the
Ireernational Sunday School assocem
lion. This was anocarnced at the ba.n-
quet and Informal meeting of the lo-
cal executive committee held at the
Seelbach hotel..
At this meeting it was announced
that W. C. Pearce, secretary of the
adult department, purposes to bring
the half thousand trained teachers to
the city, they will be banqueted.
During the convent Ion 80111e time
between the afternoon and the even
Mg sessions .
- Mr. Pearce, together with General
Secretary Manion Lawrence, it was
also announced, would tie here for a
week during February, at which time
they would perfeot plata for the in-
ternational convention. An ipetibute
will be held at Abat time.
Letters were received from mem-
hers oi the executive committee
which was here a short Line ago,
thanking the local coaimittee for the
courteski• extended to them.
The local (Tenn:lite.. is now at work
endeavoring to ascertain how many
will be present at the big meeting
and to secure lodging for them. It
1,3 thought that no less than 2,500
d(!igstes, and poesibly many more,
ail! be here. J. J. Telford. of the
tiansportation committee, is busy ar-
ranging railroad rates. All told
mon, than 5,000 visitors are expected
in Louisville during the monster
convention —Louierville Eve ning Post
No Mor• Death Rabe
Doctor—All right, my line fellow,
fein ;Au for this.
Undertaker—What are you goiug to
lics—give up practice?
"Jack Tar" Newspapers.
Several of the big Alpe in the
United States navy have their own
le a pas... rs. On beard the Kentucky
is printed "The Kentucky Budget," a
sene-monthly. The Louisiana is re-
sposible for "The Pelican," which is
iestied monthly. The battleship Ohio
has 'The Buckeye.'' The West Vir-
ginia boasts of "The Ditty Box."
"The Badger" is printed monthly Oh
the Wisconerin.
All of the above papers are lamed
by the enlisted men of the ships. The
aim of each Is identical—to make life
aboard the ship more agreeable, and
to give the friends in civil life a
outline of natal doings and of the
brighter side of naval life.
The Americans are a newspaper-
reading nation. Barred from his lo-
cal papers by the refusal of the gov-
ernment to allow free postage on
papers addressed to the navy, "Jack"
promptly solaces himself by starting
newspapers of his own on board ship.
The men have a freedom of criticism
.n the little monthly papers that
would lead one to think not military
discipline is not all blood and iron.
Many sly digs are rammed home It
unpopular officers, and more frequent
are the bouquets for those °eminents
of the ward room who are popular
wlth the crew.—Washington Post.
After Men "Higher Up."
Mattoon. III., Oct 28.—Judge Peter
S. Grusscup and Marshal E. S. Samp-
sell, receivers of the Union Traction
company of Chicago, together with
seven other officerit and directors of
the Mattoon City Railway, will, It is
believed, be indicted for manslaugh-
ter by the grand jury, which will be
filed in court cid Monday or Tuesdae.
True bills, which, it is understood.
bete been voted, are a result of the
lEsiter, near Charleston In August
f passenger and freight cars on the
rf let irk line in which fifteen persons
v killed and fifty-two seriously
ed.
Deter laugh In yonr heart than in
e. • sleeve.
Seats on sale Thursday.
Matinee. $1.51), Il.00, 75c, 50c
Night.r-St2-11a: Si. 414 
.1r)
to
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PISO'S CURE
Countless
Coughs
hat, •, cored
with I , e(la-
00s.d (4 the most ,tt•e
IPM .'dies known in rn.•fictro2
for the wattle ft (.1 cnukhtt.
colds. brow tut l• and n
sh,,uutio 4nd ha, he, owe
world famous thrqui;t1 noVIS
halt • century of Itlartebell
aurcess.
At Druggist., Is Cents
fa)
().
tn.
LOIJCAt.S...-CULDS
Corked or Tux CappotL
upttlin
has`created a stir in the medical world because of its
great Tonic properties for stomach disorders. It
is found in the highest and most effective form in
Saazer Hops
Grown in the Province of Saaz, Bohemia.
The Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n'
St. Louis, U. S. A.
imports more of these hops than all
other brewers in the United States, and
use them exclusively in their famous
Budweiser Beer
Bottled only at the Brewery.
J. H. STEPHEN, Manager Anheuser-Busch Branch Paducah, Ky. Ikl(
I THEATRICAL NOTES
AT THE KENTUCKY.
Friday Night—"A Cowboy's Girl."'
atainrday ortiatinee and staahn—,
Wilton Lackaye in "The Bovadszum."!
A Cattle Stampede.
The wonderful cattle scene in the
third art of "A Cowboy's Cite" has
made the critics set up in their seats,
and gaze with wonder. That it is
rifled at first, asks him after the
fright has passed, to sit at the table
and eat. She is not afraid of him in
spite of his every evidence of being
a desperate character. Soon the blue
coats are after him and she hides
him, and when danger is over tells
him to go. He has told her that he
ralre hunting the son of his father,
to have vengeance, and she sends
hen away, telling him that Michael
:s far beyond his reach. He goes
bat returns to ask work of her father,
who takes him, and Jason, grown to
be a splendid. manly character
through the love he bears Greeba,
stays on until more than three years
possible to produce the effect both to have elapsed.
the eye and ear of thousands of wild .• No word has come from Michael.
steers dashing across the stage in a village gossip taunts Greeba—he has
frantic stampede is inconceivable, married or he is dead--and impor-
Percy R. Benton spent hundreds of tuned by her family, ahe consents to
d experiMentler before he final- marry Jason. Within the hour the
b succeeded. "A' Cowboa'll Girl." letter comes from Michael. He had
with all Its wealth of scenery and been a political prisoner, but now is PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to play the coronet and fiddle; my wifeeffects, comes to The Kentucky No- governor of Sicily, and Greeba, break cure any case of Itching.Blind, Bleed-
ing with Jason. goes to wed him. The
old hate lioubled and trebled. Jason
follows after, sworn to have Michael's
life.
luary 31. Mrs. Carter's rendition
this Tole has proved the gieate,
!triumph of the time, and the extent
lof this triumph can only be mess-
lured with her own supremely great
!successes in "Zaza" and "Adrea."
iThose who have no notion to what
heights Mrs. Carter has reached as
an exponent of emotional acting, for
this role calls upon the actress to
lexert her artistic skill to the top ofbeTtt. This role is well worthy the
skill of an actress of the first rank,
and only an actress of her supreme
a:tainments would attempt such a
characterization with the slighter'
hope of success. Even In leondon
where Mrs. Carter appeared in "The
Heart of Maryland" and "Zaza," sh
Ives acknowledged as being the gre:e
et exponent of dramatic art of th.
English stage.
1 IRUBBER STAMPS
A r e bus i nests systemizers,
time savers and office necessi-
ties to the real business man.
Prices Right.
The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S. third St. Plices 358
mber 1.
a'll'he Bondman."
Ceneernieg "The Bondman." in
%etch...Al:11ton Lackaye will appeear
at The Kentucky Saturday night and
matinee, the Fort Worth (Texas)
Record says:
"No matter what the vehicle which
Wilton La( kaye might choose to offer,
the offering would be a dramatic
event quite worth *Vie, and that is
full true of "The Boniliban," in which
he appeared at Greenwall's last night.
"But of The Bondman' it can only
be said that it Is a big melodrama, a
great melodrama even, but still a
melodrama and saved in its strained,
liana: oral and entirely theatric situ-
Weons front the condemnation which
fails upon melodrama as a class only
by the name of Hall Caine as the
playwright and Wilton Lackaye in
the title role. *For two years 'The
Bondman' continued to pack houses
in England and for a year solid it
told audiences at the historic old
Drury Lane theater of London. That
is in itself conclusive proof that it is
a wonderfully wrought rnelodrame,
for because the best and the biggest
of the kind have had Drury Lane for
the scene of their premiere, Drury
Lane audiences ktow a melodrama
of worth when they see it.
"The dramatization of the novel of
the same name Is pretty closely made
eller the original story. The two
pthicipal male characters around
weith 'The Bondman' l's written are
hi.lf brothers, their father, a Sicilian,
having first Betrayed and deserted the
daughter of the governor of one of
the dependencies of Sicily (who has
caatlier out of doors at the birth el
her Illegitimate child) and then set-
tled in the Isle of Man, where he
married another woman, who bore
bin arinTher son. The Sicilian son,
Ja-on, has reached manhood, when
hi, mother dies, and, at the point of
(bath, she prompts him to avenge her
wrongs on his father and his father's
son in the foreign country. About
the same time the father dies and in
the hour of death he urges his Eng-
lish son. Michael, to find and succor
the woman the father has injured
and the child he has left fatherless.
"rhis has all orcurred before the
oeening of the first scene of the play,
and when the melon of the dramati-
eat:on starts, Michael 13 Just seIlln
out to keep the promise he made his
father, and behind him leaves his
premised bride, ()repine to whom he
is to return within two years.
"He has no more than gone -when
Jason, Sicilian half-brother of Mi-
chael, new a deserter from the ship
by which Michael has sailed. appears.
Litton, little more than a Sicilian
Seed and. abet-
ter, finds his way into the house
where Greeba is alone. Greeba, ter-
Ate'
"Jason secures a position as por-
ter in the governor's household and
plans to kill Michael. He meets
Greeba who turns him over to the
police, only to see her own husband
again taken prisoner as a traitor.
Both brothers, unknown to each
oteer, are sentenced to work In the
mines of a convict island. The story
of how Jason eventually twice saves
the life of Michael, whom he had
sworn to kill. is told in Hall Caine's
simple, strong, human way.
"Mr. Lackaye finished, artistic
man that he le, has opportullity for
using all of the intensity, finesse and
virility which are always character-
istic of his work. Jasontis a wonder-
ful character study. A rude, primi-
tive nature, an outcast by fate and
not choke, he responds to the first
gentle touch his starved soul has
known and In the unfolding of that
soul Greeba becomes the one thing
in the world. The light gone, the
soill cankers in its hate and thirst
for vengeance, but only for a little
while. The grain of mustard seed.
If temporarily checked in its grow-
ing, expands, and at last Jason dies
for Michael, his brother. There is
love, hate, vengeance, pity, remorse
and anguish in the character of
Jason, and Wilton Laekaye makes
each emotion powerfully convincing.
But be does not hold the stage all
the time. Sidney Ayres as Michael
has a strong character, which he por-
trays artistically. vividly. And Elsie
Ferguson as Greeba, with her spirit-
uelle face and appealing voice, is a
chsrming young woman in whom,
work are no false notes. The entire
company is exceptionally strong."
Mrs., Leslie Carter Coming.
Mrs. Leslie Carter, who is usually
referred to as the Bernhardt. of
America, will present David Belaaco's
play, "Du Barry." in this city on Jan-
DR.H
JAMES
EAD-ACHE
POWDERS
CURE
All
Druatists
The 0,dy ire and
whale. moo headache
remedy.
Price 10c
..aeseuesaasestessee, 'mew> ee.,,,,,,Abeeese
For sale red guaranteed by
W. B. M'PHERSON
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.
Plenty of Music.
A gentleman of the most cultivated
musical tastes, wishing to change his
resid'ence, advertised for rooms in a
private family "fond of music." The
next mail brought him the following
reply:
Dear Sir: ,I think that we could
accommodate you with rooms, and as
for neisic one of my daughters pietas
nor organ and gittar; another
plays the harmonica and nty son the
flute. We all sing and if you are
good at tenser singing you would fit
right in when we get to singing gos-
pel hims evenings, for none of us
sings tenner. Or if you play the Oase
vial we have one right herg in the
house. If you want music as well as
rooms and board we could accommo-
date you and there would be no eery
charge for it.—qgober Lippincott's,
Even respectable people, like good
see-ether, are often talked about.
Only One "BROMO Q111NINF-," that is
A6/201,601„oesshoz. 25c
Laxative itrorno Quinine d on every
Cure., Cold re On.- re••• ea-471e 7. Days
We have Several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see them.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
I NOON PONATEO
Furth Strut and heady lams.Liter! and awarding tarn.
City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Stotage.
Both Phones 499.
 4111
W. F. Paxton,
President,
R. Ready, P Pnryear,
Cashier, Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
Capital $100,000
50,000
Stockholders liability  100,000
Surplus .
one plays the accordeon and banjo: I
Total security to depositors.. 6250,000
Aeconnte of individuals and firma solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CLOCK.
Third and BroadvraiP -
:"Ilayamosamaaramorismegivavaenamournmsammaimmomo
•
e 41
• 4
•
4
•
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TUF.SDAY, OCTOBER 29.
Have You Had Your
Registration Questioned by
Any One?
THE 1.,„,,,i•w lutnittee has informationthat n Lutt.iber of voters have had their
registration q ie4tianekl, and advises every one
who has to appear in court as summoned, and
to first notify the committee, as attorneys rep-
resenting the committee will take charge of all
such cases. : 
Don't Be Denied Your.Sulleage
RIVER MEETING
TENNESSEE INIPROV \ 1 A
SOCIATI()N.
Many Peoples. of Valley Will Go to
Knoxville Next elonth to Work
for Developawnt.
The eleventh annual meeting of
the Tennessee River Improvement
association is called to meet in Knox-
yule at 10 a. ne November 13 and r.
number of iocal rivermen intend to
attend. In sending out the call for
the session the executive committee
says:
-it has been rite geod fortune of
the association, by its persistent and
constant wok in the last eleven
years to aecemplish great good to all
of the sections bordering on and
close to the Tennessee river and its
valleys, by the assistance of the gov-
ernment, to the work of improvement
of the' river, and that there ig no
question before the people of the val-
ley more important than the improve
went of the great waterway."
Many governors, seaators and
members of congress have signified
their intention to attend the meeting,
and all cities and counties are ere
titled to appoint delegates to the ses-
sion.
Werner Again a t'addidste.
Detroit. Miele. Oct. 28.-.---Gov.
Fred M. Warner today announced
that he will be a candidate for a
third term as governor of Michigan.
The gover announced that nothing
had entered into his decision more
than the opposition shown by legis-
lations to much of the legislation he
advocated.
For the N'oasati That's Fat.
A Detroit physician says that the
cheapest and safest mixture a fat wo-
man who wants to get thin can uae
Is One-half ounce Marmola (get it in
the original half-ounce package),
one-half ounce Fluid Extract Cascara
Aromatic and three and one-half
ounces Syrup Simplex. The proper
amount to take is a teaspoonful after
meals and at bedtime.
These ingredients may he obtained
from any druggist at email cost ann
make a combination that is not only
excellent as a fat reducer, being able,
it is claimed, to take off a pound a
day without causing wrinkles, but is
also a splenlid help to the system a%
a whole, regulating the stomach and
bowels (where the fat person's trou-
bles begin) and clearing teh skin of
Pimples and blotches. No exercise is
required to help the remedy in its today.
work and, best of all, no dletiag is
necessary while taking it—you can
eat what you like. '
$2.70
Worth of San itol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
$1.00
 ,1••11k.
Wse would be glad to
have you call at our
store and 'cull) explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Eloth phones 756.
S.11. WINSTEAD
nrcigggist
Seventh and Broadway.
tovaattee.akt4e4bobaRbbasteaeaess
LIBRARY NOTES.
'4 -XeeNlaili4KaWaiteeeWeeseNt
List of !Woke Ready for ('ircu-
lation,
B271r Friend Olivia, Mrs. A. Ii..
Barr,. (H.)
$17. Tele Connecticut Yankee in
King Arthur's court, Mark Twain.
NV2inia Madonna of the Tubs.
Ward.
J StG3c Crowed Out e trofleid,
Stoddai d.
JP74w Wanalasseh, Ply mpton.
Y08 Kentucky Eloquence, Young
and others.
266-D42 Christian Mission and So-
cial Progress, vol. 3, Dennis.
909-C11 Cambridge Modern his-
tory, vol 10. Ward and others.
973-H25r (The) American Nation;
history, vol. 22, Hart. lece.)
Teachers who desire suggestive
lists for pupils on Selene,. useful and
fine arts, literature and 'history can
obtain copies from Prof. Carnagey. as
he his kindly consented to type ad-
ditional copies.
Children enjoyed an entertaining
and fastructive hour with Mrs. Stuart
the last meeting.
eaturday afternoon at 4 o'clock,
November 2, the children will be en-
tertained by Miss Alice Compton. She
has addressed them before. so we
speak for all who hear her an enjoy-
able hot:4.
CO-operation of teachers ars ap
piesiated and invited. Present out-
icok leads us to believe that will not
be far in the future before we real-
ize the need of a branch library in
certain dirricts of the city.
PEANUT EATER HAS A RIVAL;
TOWNSMAN TOUTS HIS BEAN.
Aurora, III.. Oct. 2S.—To prove
that Dr. T. J. Allen's pet foods the
peanut, is not the most valuable
nut rimerst, Edgar Brobst . aged 66.
has begun a sixty day endurance tent
of •beans. He says he intends to live
until he is len years old and that he
is convinced one continuous round of
beans will insure his ambition.
In leveret Mr. Brobst began his bean
diet ten days ago, at the time DreAl-
len took to peanuts. He reports he
has ined two pounds in weight
wtI'Ie t e frtend of the peanut is
minus nine and one-half pounds.
While gaining in weight Brobet
has gained the ill will of his wife and
thire children, who have fled to an
other neighborhood, determined not
to return' until Brobst gives up his
bean habit.
Dr. Allen, the disciple of the pea-
nut. believes Mr. Brobet will not
thrive on beans. He sticks to the
goobers and was in normal condition
Mark Twain's Story of Him Life.
Mark Twain refuses to let his cap-
tivating autobiography be published
in book form until atter his death,
but journalistic enterprise has come
4o the rescue, and we are to have
Mark's masterpiece after all. He has
consented to let it appear as a serial
It has been secured at enormous cost
by the Sunday magazine of the Chi-
cago Record-Herald, which has a
ten made the following observationsname for capturing big prizes of this
-on the local river situation:
gel" and Kipling@ "Sons of Martha." '
sort, such tonan Doeie's "Sir NI-
There is much in the general out-
look for river improvementThus itt falls out that the readers
of the Sunday Record-Herald are to
ihave a delightful treat without extrai cost. For months to come Mark
ITaltin will go on telling in -his droll
Iway about the famous people he has
msa, how he came to create Colonel
Sellers and Tom Sawyer, and all the,
funny things that have _happened to
him. The whole Is to he profusely
illustrated. The' first installment—
In the issue of October 27—is ac-
companied by a magnificent portrait
of the humorist. Everybody who
likes Mark Twain will want to reed
this great biography.
THE PADITAII EVENING RUN
ANNUAL MEETING
PACKET COMPANY
Chattanooga River People
Find Conditions Good
Al Levee Two Boats Will Ply lie-
tween Paducah and That City
in season.
OTHERS MAY BE IN SERVICE.
/
Perry Is Odd Lunatic.
New tork, Oct. 28.—Efforts whicit.
are being made by a few of his stead-
fast friends to have the sentence of
Oliver Curtiss Perry conimuted have
:•evealed the fact that for four years
the (Wring ertminal. a-he in 11492
startled the entire counts: with the
boldness of his exploits, ties not eaten
a particle of food nor worn a stiltoh
of outer clothing. They have else
diselosted the- fact that Perry is re-
garded as the most remarkable pa-
tient ever confined in the etate hos-
pital for criminal Insane.
The Evening Sun-10c. a week,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 29.—The
annual meeting of the Chattanooga
Packet company held yesterday in
the roome of the Manufactueers' as-
sociatitne developed a number of lia-
tereeting reports which have an im-
portant bearing on the manufactur-
ing and commercial life of Chatta-
n000a. Comparative freight rates be-
tween the rail and water lineal were
issued after the meeting and nany
other interesting matters were touch,
ed upon. A new board of directors
sere elected which !n turn orani-
mously re-elected the officers of the
Icompany whnb have served since the
organisation, namely, John A. Pat-
!ten. president: J. N. Trigg, vice
president and C. W. ()leen. secretary.
711e new board of directors are:
John A. Patten, J. N. Trigg, C. le
Mitchell, B. F. Fritts, John Stag-
rattier, C. W. Howard nee C. W. Ol-
son.
There will be a meeting of the di-
rectors of the packet oorupany in a
few days at which time ri schedule
for the fell operation of the boats
will be announced. At that time the
company will probably announce
uhether or not additional boats will
be put into service this tall between
(liattanooga and points down the
river. It has already been practical-
ly agreed that two boats shall ply
the Te en essee from Chattanooga to
Paducah, 1(1., and should the busi-
ness be heavier than now anticipated
other boats may be put on..... The past
season -has been a prospenous one for
the planters and farmere aleng the
river. and the navigation officials ex-
pect a large husinees. There are
number of details to be worked out
before the full schedule of the South
can be announced!
Perhaps the most interesting feat-
ure of the meeting was a part of
President Patten's report in refer-
ence to the comparative freight rates
on water and•rail lines. This report
showed the following significant
figures:
From Cincinnati, 0.; Louisville,
Ky.; Evansville. Ind.; Henderson,
Owensboro and Pachwah. Ky., and
nrooknort, Ill., to Chattanooga:
Freight Class. Railroad. Water.
Per 101. Per 1(11).
First  74 54)
Second .... 65 44
Third  570 38
Fourth   47 33
Fifth   40 28
Sixth  30 22
From St. Louis to Chattanooga:
First   99 V
Second  84 52
Third   74 45
Fourth 59 :15
Fifth  50 28
Sixth   38 23
From Chicago to Chatanooga:
First $1„11 73
Second   95 63
Third  79 50
Fourth . 42 38
Fifth  53.3;
Sixth   +0 30
From Cleveland to Chattanooga:
First $1,13 87
Second  97 76
Third  80 61
Fourth . . 62 3S
• Fifth   53 41
Sixth   41) 32
From Jackson adiAteto Chattanooga.
First $1L14 5 88 5
Set ond . . . . 98 77
Third  81 5 62 5
Fourth   62 5, 48 5
Fifth   54 42
xth  41 33
After reporting at length on the
operations of the company, Mr. Pat-
that is
eneouragtng and gratifying The
country is awakening to the real
transportation situation, and eve-
• 
Children Can't
Always Re-
member
Telephone — It's a safer
quicker messenger than a
bly or girl.,
Telephone—We ein get the
medicine or goods to you
quicker than your boy could
come to us.
Telephone -It saves waits,
trotible and expense. Try it.
Our Telephone No. is
• 180
Both Phonsen
McPHERSON'S
Drug Store
deism is utultipleing to t
federal tuthoritiee are •
ceseity of adopting a v
with regard to river ...ere,
work. President Roosevelt gav
movenreut a powerful "bon'
he name dthe inland watere.e.
mission and made his recent
down the .Mississippe and cense:
expected to (rano, emetic,:
propriation bill at the couillig
sion.
Popular indifference, ei internal
waterway developnient is anneet in-
conceivable. From the adoption of
the- constitution to last December IL
government has aepropriated on.
$460,000,efee for river and harbor
improvenieuta-- an 'mouse exceeded
by the nasal appropeations for the
pre:ceding five years by $32,eteetheo,
the total being $492.ito nee. The
navy received in five yea's a greater
sum than risers and harbors were at
lotted in one hundred and eighteen
years. This liberal and inexcusable
policy makes a comparison with the
method of other countries service-
able.
With larger general appropria-
tions, misused and the great obstruc-
tions in our riser all provided for—
Olussel Shoals, .Colbert Shoals. and
the mountain delete ncompleted or
the money provided ter their corn-
pletten--orrly the moat Inexcusable
indifferenee on the Iran of the neoplo
of the Tennessee valley can prevent
our great river from taking its prop-
er place iu our commercial life at a
very early date.
After laboring so long ler this: end
let us not weary when almost in eight
of the corisuminaeon of our hopes.
ATTEMPT TO PURCHASE
REGISTILITIoN CEHTIFICATES
A Penitentiary Offense--Ikali Pur-
chaser and Seller Guilty.
Subsection 15. of section 1583 of
the Kentucky statutes provides, that
"Any person or persons, who shall
attempt to prevent, or prevent, any
voter from casting his ballot, shall
be deemed guilty of a telony, and
upon conviction, be conened in the
penitentiary for a period of years, or
not leas than one nor more than live
years for each offence."
Section 1591, of the Kentucky
person guilty of receiving a bribe for
Hs vote at an election, shall be fined
from fifty to five hundred dollars and
he excluded from office and suffrage."
And subsection 3 of said section reads
that "whoever shall receive money or
ether thing of vanie to be used for
the purpose of procuring or influenc-
ing a vote or votes shall be deemed
to have been bribed."
Every attetnpt to purchase a reg-
istration certificate is an attempt to
trevent a voter from casing his bal-
lot, and renders the offender liable
to the penitentiary penalty. And
every voter who receives money
other thing of value for his registra-
tion certificate, does so for the pur-
pose of influencing his vote, is guilty
of being bribed, and is liable to the
Penalty fixed by the law.
Section 1591, o fthe Kentucky
statutes further provides:—"That
this chapter shall be liberally con
strued, so as to prevent any evasions
of its prohibitions and penalties by
shift or device." And further re-
quires, that violations of these lae
shall be "given specially in charge to
the grand jury of every county first
convened after any-general election."
The executive committee of the Re
publican party in Paducah have in-
formation that attempts have been
made to purchase registration cer-
tificates in this election, and rae pre-
paring the evidence necessary to con-
vict the offenders on warrants • to
be. taken out before the committing
magistrates of the city.
A Bunch of Fresh Bests.
— ----
Gompers May 113t+ Ousted.
New York, Wt. 28.—A conference
of executive officers of the American
Federation of Labor was held yester-
day at the Hotel Victoria to settle
disputes between unions so as to
have a clean slate when the conven-
tion' of the American Federation of
Labor opens on November /1. Presi-
dent Gompers presided. Among the
executive officers present were James
Duncen, of the Granitek Cutters'
union, first vice president of the
American Federation of Labor, and
Wm. Huber, of the Brotherhood of
Carpenters. •
It is said a fight will be made in
the convention to knock out the re-
election of President Gompers and
the present members of the executive
council. There is k feeling that there)
shored he new blood among the ee-
aeuttve officers.
PAGE TARIM.
The Cheapest Stove to Use Because It
Saves All Wasted With Other Stoves
For hard Coal, Soft Coal or Lignite
The waste of gas in burning hard coal is shown by opening the magazine cover of an ordinary.
hares burner, when the oxygen supplied fills the entire stove with flaming gas. Cole's Hot Blast
stove burns this gas in hard coal which, in ordinary stoves, escapes, on account of their leaky con-
struction, causing great waste and endangering health and life when it escapes intc the rooms.
In the ordinary magazine hard coal stove, three-fourths of the coal is partially consumed in the
magazine, where it gives off no heat, as it is not in contact with the radiating surface. The one-
fourth of the coal in the fire pot must be kept at a white heat combustion to throw the heat into the
rooms, thus causing great waste.
Cole's Origina
Hot Blast
The combustion chamber and the magazine are combined in this
stove and the Combustion is Perfect. The stove is filled to
the top of the inside cast iron lining. This large body of hard
coal is burned under perfect control by means of the abso-
lutely air-tight construction of the stove giving perfect con-
trol over the drafts. The coal is kept at a slow, economical
cherry red combustion and as the heat is in direct contact
with every square inch of the sensitive steel radiating sur-
face, all the heat is radiated into the room where it is wanted
and not blanketed in and sent up the chimney. Hard coal
at Cherry Red Combustion burns 48 hours. while at white
heat it is consumed in from 2 to 5 hours.
Sold Under a Positive Guarantee
We Guarantee Cole's Original Hot Blast to Use less
hard coal for heating a given space than any base burner
with the same beating surface.
Requires attention only morning and night with hard
coal. Warm rooms day and night. No escaping gases to
endanger life. The heat wasted up the chimney
with other stoves is saved.
Burns Any Fuel Saves Half
Cole's Hot Blast is not only a perfect hard coal
stove, but is generally recognized as the most econom-
ical and cleanest soft coal stove made. Soft coal is half
gas and a $3.00 ton of soft coal or a $2.00 ton of slack
is made to do the work of So.00 worth of hard coal, as
the gas half is utilized as a heat producer. It burns soft
coat, hard coal or wood without any change of fixtures.
Scientific Construction
Cole's Original Hot Blast has an absolutely air-tight and
gas tight construction throughout, by reason of its numerous
potented improvements. The patented Hot Blast draft saves the gas. A patented stool collet connects the elbow
draft t.• the stove body and cannot be made to leak air by action if the fiercest heat. The patentefocomprend hinge on
the ash door cannot warp and the door closes air-tight by its own weight. The heavy fire box protects the Joints,
when. other stoves burn out first. The guaranteed smoke-proof feed door prevents sraoltr, soot ar dust from escapineinto the room when fuel is put into the even. Perfect-cleanliness, therefore, front soft'sweA
CAUTION. Like s"; original improvements, Cole's Original Hot Blast has many iniitatious• They errfailures, because they do not ha..-e the above patented features. The words e Cole's tint Shut from Chicam "
will be found on the feed di or of every Cole's /lot Blast. :Sone genuine without it.
Cash or
Credit
Sold Only By
Skews Stove
.BuriOng
HARD COAL
•
•
Cash or
Credit
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges
The Raw Reporter.
"Jenkins." said the city editor
the new reporter, "go out and !-•
what you can get on this. The is
1,1e are important and it ought •
make a good story."
The new re-porter was given teen)
th,at bore the following title of a suit
filed in Hie circuit court the da) be-
fore:
"J. H. Hanford vs. George Lemont;
bill to remove cloud."
Jenkins left the office and was
gone two hours or more. He re-
turned finally with hesitating step
and reported:
"Nothin' Sc it."
"Where did you go%.," the city edi-
tor asked.
-I went up to the weather office
and the man there said the cloud I
was looking for was over in the court
house. I think he was trying to kid
me."—Chicago Record-Herald.
Card Kwoledge.
The expert bridge playes's little
daughter was a model Sunday-school
scholar, according to Lippincott's
Towards the close of the year her
teacher said: "Susie, if you continue
to know your lessons so well you sill
have a good conduct card for every
Sunday in the year."
"My!" said Susie. "That'll be a
whole deck, won't it!"
BOSTON'S BARBER REGULATIONS
Hoard of Health Orders Sterilization
of All That Barbers Use on
Ciestomers.
A special despatch front Boston.
May 5, 1900. to the New York Sun
gives new regulations of the Boston
Board of fleatth as to barber shops:
'Muss, shaving brushes and razore
shall be sterilized after each separate
use thereof. A separate, clean towel
shall be used for each person. Ma-
terial to stop the flow of blood shall,
be used only in powdered form. and
applied on a towel. Powder tuffs are
prohibited." Wherever Newheo's
"Herpicide" is used for face or scalp
after shaving or hair entting, there
ris no danger of Infeetion, as it is anti-,
etelitle; • gild ;kills 'the dandruff sena.;
sold bFTritediiiiiirtiEs.'15ilze.
New York Cit.). Fallwaya carry more 50c and $1.04). Send be in stamps
passengers each day than do all of;for sample to The Herpicide Co., Do-
ttie other railways in the United.trolt, Mich. W. B. McPherson, spe-
States. trial agent'
-
For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
BACK UP YOUR 4-- COUPON BONDGRAY MAHER WITH
One year or fifty years from now, your letters in
other people's files will look as well as tie day they
were received if they are written on
@©1 DP@GCBCORE
.COUPON BOND betters by age, because it is made slowly.
  You cannot hasten the process of paper
making and g t as good a paper as by the old slow method. You
have to build a sheet of paper. That is why a blind tnan could
tell a sheet of Coupon Bond in a ream of other papers.
The "feel" would tell him the character of the, paper. Its
strength and surface wOuld tell the story of slow, careful mann-
faeture. •
Back up Your Gray Matter With COUPON BOND
No paper is too good for letters that have to count. Try it for
vonrsE If. Make an experiment. (let a month's supply of
Coupon Bon,d from your printer and check up remits.
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Personally appeared before me. the.
Jetober 1, 1907, R D MerMilleh.
esMnees manager of Tee Qat. ahn
aalrnis th .1 the ahoy, ,,.! .7 ; •
eirealatior of T' -•,• ee•
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"A re' e. is a great power.-
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THE REPUBLICAN TIC1(1.T. I al-, o t, • undo r. a
i to 1, -se ;he (-(1 to !Al, z,ay!
he seitements in the editorial aree
true', we shall pursue this matter fur-1
thee Otherwise, heving accomplished'
hat ae -et out to do. we shall not 
A Cry for Help.
,
I hastily closed and locked the door.
ver-ry a patient pebble, with quibblinee Then I rallied thy spirits with some-
thing of resell-Litton, and shamed My-
self with the reproach Mat I should
fear to share any danger that Henry
was ready to face. Wearied as I was
with travel, I was too much excited
t 3 for sleep. Reading was equally hie
possible. I scarcely glanced at the
shelf of books that hung on the wall,
and turned to a study of my surroand.
tags.
The room was on the corner. as I
have said, and I threw up the sash of
the west winch)* and looked out over
a tangle of old buildings, ramshackle
sheds, and an alley that appeared to
lead nowhere.
Some sound of a drunken quarrel
drew my attentirn to the north win-
dow, and I Ire'k.,1 out into the alley.
There IN t''fA r. -;*. and curses. and
one pr • -tIng. s•-•,..-pling inebriate
was he it t; to the front door
and left. a.th [tun att. arid fell Ian
•mare. to collect himself from the
tovernent.
This reifying Incident, which was
--(reeved te me solely by sound, had
eee , iv come to an end when a noise
e boarls drew my eyes to
• er wind-A. The sh oter sud-
.) mid and a human figure
.ii the oeen casing.
e 1. warning whisper,
ed r.i supposed robber.
U
i you cen swear you wee prevene
by siceness or absence from registo -
lug on the regular registration dtes
Vu must appear before the comae
rk to do that.
PP' haps Corgressman Ber'eson
'hought, If the government was will-
rg to risk $1.000 000 on 'he James-'
n exposition, there would be no:
•;-''ter risk of loss or depreciation.
e: /ending tnone• on ('Ott: n ware-
use certificates. However, thatl
eeeous representative should recce-
'set, that it was congress thet author-
oed the exposition loan, not the treas-
ury department.
Lift up your beads. 0, Ye Gates'. ,
Hallowe'en is approach:ng Get 3e
to the barn tops.
- --e-- --
inether eamtnegn lie t.eIrg . a. •
'e circulation is the (hare. /
Willson was attornes fee • 1
me-iron Teheeen eteeitoet- see 1••- I
' b• •I Alt he Is a
301. of Memos; couuty.
For Attorney General--.1aM es
Breathitt, of Christian rouray
For Auditor--Frank P James, cr
'Career vounty.
For Treartner---eept. Edwin, Far-
'ey, of McCracken county
For Secretary of State -Dr. Her •
e Bruner, of Hart county 'state.
For Superintendent of Peelle In-I
orectiou - J. S. erabbe, of Beyd
' • .;
1'1
ee.
e;
It or Governor --Augustus E. WIlee t! , rat' r "h suit v '
sun, of Louisville ' .5 ef •01/8 ' ere,
For Lieutenant Governor-W. el m It ben:-
-• • , it' W
For Commissioner of Agrleultnree 
'Hh
-N. C Rabid°. of Henry entie'e. -
For Cletk of Court of Appeals-,
eapier Adams of' Pelmet' county .‘te h
For Legirlature elorege 0. M
Broom
Mayor .. lames P Smith
City Attorney Artkut V Martin
City Treasurer John J Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
'sty Tax asiteseor Harlan Griffith
eidermen----T C Leetia Harry R
G. M. Oehlechlaeger. Jr C
H. Chaninliu W T
eouncilmen-First ward, C. C. Du-
vall: Second ward. A. E. Young;
Third ward. C L. Vad Meter;
Fourth - ward-, 1E.-- & Johnston;
Fifth ward. Frank Mayer, T. E
Ford: Sixth ward. W. e Bower.
School Trustees-First ward, W. M
Karnes; Second ward W. J. Hille;
ebird ward. H 8 Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C G. Kelly;
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth
ward. J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
TOM DIDN'T SAY SO.
Accused of blackmail! and by Tom
Harrigan. and in our own office! Oh,
we are so glad it was the News-Dem-
ocrat and not Tom, who said that!
Satulday evening The Sun very
pertinently remarked concerning. the
policy of the News-Democrat:
"Now, just one word further. This
kind of campa'am has; gone ter
enough. If It is not stopne't the light
may he turned on Tom H- e- '
his choicest Intimates it'•
allies, and, as Pres dent Ito v
puts it, the man. wise turns on the
light will not be respell/0)1e for what
the light reveals,. Let us be decent
In this campaign. Remember, we
all have to live together in Paducah
after the election is over."
That is all we desired or demand-
ed; but that blunt announcement, ac.
eroding to the News-Democrat
'brought Mr. Harrison to our office.
where he said in subetanee:
"Such an open Insult as had beet.
offered his pereonal character in the
article published Saturday. he felt
was simply arid purely blackmail. He
called attention to the fact that what-
ever statements the News-Democrat
had made relative to any candidate
had been made openly, and in plain
outspoken words, free of any Insinu-
ations or insults glided with the ye-,
neer of piety. He ftirther called anon 1
The Sun to maka public the fame.
relative to hie public or private life.
giving to it the liberty to speak open-
;••
!..!ag tte fa,ls 3 I '
ez P ere' 't,it.r
:0 .t, seteseeel.: 1, a es a
'hen any 0111f.: 1, '1 \ HI.
Is ..1361.Ut":y r eped up In
d dere:op eent of Pe
In the form of erverptese in
les earnings e Invested,
'ally by the employment afforded
Oboricg men are beeefited finan-
them; the demand for the'r labor Is
made the greater. and the demand
erab'es them to uphold the scale of
wages. Such a man as that in the
may oree chair, will be bound by his
own personal interest in the city to
do everything for the bereft of the,
ey, and to ref-a'r from doing any-
thing that would inure It
e 
ALL HALLOWE'EN.
Thursday is All lialowe'en.
Hallowe'en has been the great bar-
'Nest festival-over ettlee rh • -if-for gin
den was plentiful. It was one of the
three festivals celebrated by the
druids, May 1. the planting; June 21,
the ripening, and greatest of all, Oeto-
ber 31, the harvesting. In the days
of pagan Rome October 31 was the
feast of Pomona, to the' "an angel
'who guards the gardens" and it was
ihut natural that Goers harvesting
Ishoted come to be observed at this
time also, and th:s day devoted to the
!remembrance of the dear souls that
God's hands had "gathered in." Also
on this day the druids has 'renewed
the sacred fires for the long winter.
Ito come, Then as fire is the preven-
tive of two great evils, coil and
hunger, it came in time to be thought
of as preventing other eves also-
the evils that tired In the air and sky
- -pixies and... fairiee, ghouls, ghosts
rid gob'ine, so that even as late se
the 17th century fanners made the
• 'ands of their farms swinging fiery
• orches and singing solemn doggere'
to prevent the uncanny ones from
resting a spell upon the crops. There-
fore, when we of today bring abon'
jack-o'lanterns, sit by the tire turn-
ing apples on a spit to weird rhymes,
and roast nuts in pairs while listen-
ing to ebostly tales, we are uniting
traditions of at ;met three religions
and doing that In fun which was once
mot solemn ceremony,
n-
General Hunt's Home Harm.
, Evansville, Ind., Oct. 29.-Infor-
m a t ion received here today from
Roe kport. Ky.. states that the historic
home of the late•Geperal Don Carlos
linen, at Airdrie. on the Green river,
was destroyed by fire last night. The
home was occupied by General Bue:'
during the civil war.
' The Health in Winter.
Th . beet way to le . • higoed health
in the-winter is to pay ;11..t a little
7etention to the body phyaically, and.
to proper attention to diet and na-
ton's warnings, avoid sleknees.
More and more each year the pro-
I fesesion Is getting away from the the-ory of always dosing for disease, ass cure and a preventive, and pre-scribing natural treatments. We are
thus getting closor .to nature, and
nature, as a restorer of the emelt
vigor ati'd health. Is coming into its
right and jiert recognition.
The bath as one of the aids to
nature is now given its due credit
O and attention. The cold bath in the
• titoring imirar;s vigor and starts the .1
lee off with a tonic effect. i
Or' of, if not the greatest baths ,
e.r.; e has developed is the dry hot.
ilk that •
i t b a pro. ess which gives a free
ite can be run up to 30-0 &greets,
Paducah,--every coat there •
r .t. r..-a. anent. In this the tempera-
t 
It :s the most eornprehen-
f:Ve display yeti win see in
would expect and 
rotealan of air through the 
 
ma-
uothing that should not be.
6,* Coats from $10 up to $15. • - err e Of the 
most obstinate skin and
,, ;Me, the heat Is never oppressive.
Ileopenss treatment opens thoroughly the
* Its it in Sood (rendition, and by 
the
orepiralcn amigo; nature in elimi-
ating the impurities from the aye-
iRoyal Pitela Underwear is
the Ideal Underwear.0•
reset year we Ned lots of
these garments and this year
I
every order has been repeated. •
This delightfully warm and
comfortable matelial conies in
bale, Pink, champngne and tio
black with pin stripe of 14d.
a garment.
TOL
'I AI, t)CTOBER 29. •
 •••••.m.•=1.111MSISIL 
••■••••••
T nr.:2141.
•
A MAN I N MINNESOTA
REPLIES TO A SUN WANT AD
One in Marion, Ky., Replies to the ..f.ame One.
FOR RENT-Fine farm about 3 miles from city. Good
house and out buildings. Apply to. 309 Broadw.4 y. T. E.
Lych.:42*. •
A gentleman in Frontenac,. Minn., replied to the ad.
above, Which is quite out of the ordinary. Mr. Lydon' re-
ceived a letter from him this week making_ inquiries about
the farm, and he also had one reply, out of a great number
of others, from a man in Marion, Ky.
The moral to this is: Th Sun's want ads are effective--
they certainly are wide reaching.
a
CORTELYOU BACK AT CAPITAL.
Secretary Confers With Preeldient
Financjal Situation.
SIGNS PLEDGE TO QUIT NAGGING ROBBED OF $11,000.
on St. Louie Woman Fined for Scolding Poeident of Newport Gas Conipany
-Husband Silent in Court. Relieved on Train.
N\'ashingtoii. 29. --Secrets ry
,,1 the Treecury Cortels-ou returned
Was-birgton today from New York,
..here he went last week to superin-
!end government measures for re-
reef of Ilse men market. Het re-
- in did not t art Mr. Cere-eyou's
c re k for he hid a iStag csoeferenue
fit ROOS- tO wheal
.u. In mot- ,le:ati Mar was
').. eai'e ;n ;icing distan•e -tele; hene
eenverierlone last week the details
f the g!tuaton
Mr. Cortehou naturary was much
p.eaeed pt the commendation con-
'aired in President Rooseveft's letter
•.) tem. publiehed this morning. He
maee no additional statement. how-
St. Louis. Oct. 29.-"I hereby free-
ly bnd voluntarily promise that I wil:
, not again be guilty of in any way ;
, nagging or of using abusive language
toward my husband for a period of
one year from flate."
Mrs. John Offing. 25 years old,1
271,2 No-th Ninth street, signed this
pledue today before Judge Pollard.
When Mr. and Mrs. Otting were
leronght into court neighbors said the.
woman i'nagged" her husband.
The husband ass present but re-!
;fused to test ifs. His silence, the
'Judge thought. was significant, so he
.levied a fine of $2.5 and costs upon
;Moe Offing, but agreed to withhold
the tine if she wou:d sign and keep a
:
regarding the situation in Newipledge to stop nagging.
York. 
The secretary seem snort of tee1HIGGEST BtLLOON MAKES TRIP.
h1s A' the treasive- 4e-1 -----
ipartmene still eta it nog to the "Ben Franklin" Carries Five 
From
!tails of the reelef work At dark hei listlairipkia to Mailearia
asetts.
Springfield, Mass., Oct. 29.-Thetwent te home and left word that.
be was not to be disturbed untilt bal:oon known as "Ben, Franklin."
;morning, ties obtaining the first rest 1: 
having a gas capaeity of 92,000 cubic
ifeet and said to be the largest in thebe has had since the trouble began In
the financial world. ero'd
, landed in Belchertown todas
' 
-
,c,et a overessful trip from Plailadel-
k W. ST %RS IN TROUITI 
'rhe bel:eon tarried five per-E
FOR LICK OF FIN %NCR.
The "All Sear" merle and minced
!longue bisect:oil team which played Inveetieate U. S. Express.
an exbibition game here Sunday, haat Albany, N. Y.. Oct. 29.-It was an-
come to grief% and from authentic itrayt..isn tortxhpereaset-
sources it is stated that serr.ral de-1fn:itirtrir of rdhellty'nainteding
eeetteee have occurred in tbt., ranks company will be instituted shortly by
of the ball players. Private car the pubee service commission
. The
l eTioga." in which the team travels. eterposed investigation is the rerun of
: S protest filed by A. L. Zaniech and Is still side tracked at the Kattero
'John spur track near the Union eta- iSainuel W.Hatt, requesting
 the com-
reseiention. but the car is almost empty. to conduct
 a hearing and
Last night ball players began taking take testimony as to the advisability
ereeosed ahange of aw relatingpalace "box ears" out of the town ' •
;
laeording lo reports, and scattered in joie sto.k associations conduct-
every direction. Yeeterday the man- - ths h"s:rec" of commoncarrrier•-
agee was presented hi court bemuse. "he commiselen will- hold a public
Washington. Oct. 29.-The police
of this city received Information that
•Villiam H. Payne, of fiechmond. Va.,
who is said to be preeident of the
Newport News Gas company„ the
Newport News and Old Point Railway
and Electric cempany, and connected
enh other large entcsrprises while
-it h:s way from Washington to New
',lark City this afternoon, was robbed
af a leather grip containing $14e010
In bonds and stock certlficatee. The
rebbery was cordiatitted while Mr.
Payne was taking a nap in a Pullman
in vrhiab he was riding.
He believes the person who stole
the grip left the train at Wilmington,
Del.
I trEN. BOOTH AT WHITE HOUSE.
he was euspeeted of jumping a board'twartnP No.
bill. The team experienced.mucb In the petition the eontention is
troll ble in retteng otit of--Cairo, --and -1:2244` ',abet tihe Potted- -States Ex-
5514 'illiVolseti to go to Memphis from Pi-f"'S eontPanY is 
practically conk
here. The only date definitely known trolled by two other companies.
to have been made by the eau game neither of which has had a meeting
leas with the White Socks in Atlanta of atockholdens for ninny year
s for
l and this was for December 2. No the purpose of electing dettestore.
.;record of the date has been bulletined These companies are the Adams and
in the sporting journals, however..'American Express companies, the'
'presidents of which were elected di-1
DISTILLERS WILL BRING SLIT. rectors of the United States E
xprese
company about six years ago.
Will Test Bonaparte's Interpretation
of Pure Food Law._ Norwegian, Shakeup.
Christiania, Oct. 29.-M, Michel-
,
Waehingtop. Oct. 29.-Arrange- sen. the premier, resigned today to
ments have been perfected to bring day
e
on account of ill health, which;
a-teat caseeee the courts to secure a led to the resignation of the minis- I
indeed opinion upon Attorney Gen- ters of public worship and justice.
era! Bonaparte's interpretation Of the King Haakon later made the follow-
pure food laws, so far as it relates to Mg appointments:
the labeling of whisks-. Several dis-! J• G. Loveland. premier and miu-
tillers have derided to accept Attoroister of foreign affairs.
ney General Bonaperte's challenge , M. Bredat-,  minister of justice.-
and bring a civil suit in the courts. 4 Capt. Deices, minister of defense.
Something like 100 criminal cases' Magnus Halvorsen, minister of
have been- prepared by the depart- finance.
merit of agriculture, but it is the un- M. Berge, minister of publk woo
deretaeding that these criminal suits !hip.
wel not be pressed by the department • The reconstruction of the ministry
of justice until the courts have parsed has no political significance. It is
upon the questions which the distill- entirely due to the doctor's ordering
era will raise in the civil case. , M. Michelson to take a prolonged
'rest, as he is suffering from a danger-
BOOTH ATTENDS 3 MEETINGS.,ous form of heart disease.
Salvation Arnie General Much Im-
proved Front Hi-cent nineties.
Pittabie-g. Oct. 29.-General Wil-
liam Booth, of' the Salvation Army,
who was suffering from exhaustion
upon lee arrival here last night from
Columbus, 0., attended three meet-
legs today in the Alvin theater and
was apparently flinch improved. The
general, who seemed on the verge of
a collapse last night, was greatly
beticflt4,4 •by a night's rest and
showed hut, slight evidence of his
ycfli recent-illness' _
Paducah people ehtewill personal.'
• attenst to the merits of them.
R. G. B. /11(64431k
he would not tolerate." !John Schookraft. of Jackson, got a 
Phone 1407-a. 0111oe "dhotrrava; to BI.00 Amerlean lady shoes free at
Now, all this Stuff is in the editorial ifraeenres of the right shoulder.
5 6 itt
Two Bor. Break hiliouldors.
Marshall, Wet.. 011.16.- Two ac-
cidents occurred at the Marsha.:
Jaekson High school football gam,
ly, whatever it might feel inclined to today. Harold Albaugh. of Marshal oturringston...1; AND
say but such misleading insinuations
!wITE PAINICAll ,
 A.11•4111.
a•rns cf :he N. •
1. 'o
d :he gene .1 t
f them het. spoket . If M
r v th loth e
eed innuendo.
After :be
r ey may find
election a new c ty atto
the quell Be «. rese
Ste' if t e
rno-P
had his left *boulder broken ane
_
CHAPTER II.
- eel. lout," he said in
"A it tit I fasten
is
T!..• - • •", oxii• 1-••.•,1
••••1.,..- •..« 
.,,,• I t. I17:1 7-7
its I'"-. I
,'• V. I fou can
•; irig 'U i.e YOU like.
e• ", -tore reeee or send
,e• 7 It !en not C011Ittl,g By-by."
z gene before I ,•euld say a
3:17 01.4 an 04ca4lonal creel:Mz
boaro told me of his progress down
the stairs. He had eve:leads, had
some practice In getting about quiet-
ly. I r0111.1 only wonder. as I closed
and locked the done whether it was
the police or a private enemy that he
was trying to avoid.
I had mall time to speculate on
the possibilities, for outside the win
dow I heard the single word, "Help!'
I rushed to the window and looked
out. A band of half a dozen men was
struggling and pushing away from
Montgomery Street into the darker
end of the alley. They were nearly
under the window
"Give It to him." said a voice.
In an instant there came a scream
of agony. Then a light showed and
a tall, broad-shouldered figure leaped
back.
"These aren't the papers." It hissed.
"Curse you, you've got the wrong
Inan!"
1
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There was a moment of confusion,
and the light flashed on the man who
had spoken and was gone. But the
flash had shown me the face of a man
1 could never forget, le was a strong..
cruel, wolfish face-the face of a num
near sixty, with a fierce yellow-gray
mustache and imperial-a face broad .
at the temples and tapering down into
a firm, unyielding Jaw, and marked
then with all the lines of rage, hatred,
and chagrin at the failure of his plans.
It took not a second for me to see
and hear and know all this, for the
vision came and was gone In the
drooping of an eyelid. And then there ,
echoed through the alley loud cries of
"Pollee! Murder! Help!" I was con.
scious that there was a man running
through the hall and down the rickety
stairs, making the building ring to
the same cries.
It was thus with a feeling of sur-
prise that I found myself in the street,
and came to know that the cries for
help had come from me, and that I
was the man who had run through the
ball and down the stairs shouting for
the police. The street was empty.
Fortunately the policeman on the
beat was at band, and I hailed him
excitedly.
"Only roiling a drunk." he said
lightly, as I told of what I had seen.
"No, it's worse than that I insisted.
"There was murder done, and I'm
afraid it's my friend."
lie listened more attentively as I
told him how Henry had left the
house just before the cry for help had
risen.
"It's a nasty place," he continued. •
"It's lucky I've got a light." He
brought up a dark lantern from his
overcoat pocket, and stood in the
shelter of the building as he lighted
it. "There's not teeny as carries 'em,"
he continued, "but they're mighty
handy at I "
We made our way to the point be-
neath the window, where the men had
stood.
There was nothing to be seen-no
sign of struggle, no shred of torn
clothing, no drop of Wool. Body,
traces and all had disappeared.
(To be centinuee Po next Issue.)
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YOTT DON'T fi.eVE 'Te ) WAIT
lose maim* f& cc* Loa
keep* rya* *rho,* SGI4 no Or
so.ey- back n *terroriser* &rte.*/ Lents.
SECRETARY T %ET HIDES NICER.
%aims", Carries (Mein! on Inspectien
Tette ei Site of New Peet.
Marla, Oct. 29.-Mounted on a
,tr-e army mule, Secretary Taft rode
of- Menlo toltay. He inepecied the
ite of Poet John Flay, ranged over
he surrounding. mountains and 0-1e-
led the sites of proposed govern-
tient buildings and extensions of the
ul:ltary post. Both the secretary
'rid the muk stood the hard two
rioura. • -k welL
Catholic Priest Drops Dead,
Evansvele, Ind.. Oct. 29.-Rev.
Father John Diestel, of the Trinity
eattholie ehurrh here, dropped dead
resniebt of heart disease. He was
ini& years CA and one of the best
enown Roman Catholic clergymen in
n :hero ludeasees- - -
entescribe f ur Ttr- Sun.
SEE 0111 DISPLAY
is OF W.11011 CLOTHES
; l'oR COLD WEATHER.
i N,ti,  cur window displaysof overcoats for all kinds of
te .--ther, in passing. a
• - re
OTILftliflan
415y°41( -•-e•BROADWAY
..... ••
• ••••••••••••.•••••
rail lift la lie"911a...40-4144100•4 12 and 2 SO JAMMER & LYDON'S.
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The after effects of this treatment
,-invigorating. Instead of being the
,ast depressive, they are tonic, and
.r the tired-clown, woru-eut system,
• is a wonderful rejuvenator. &me=
'ally is this so, when the treatment
e followed by the osteopathic treat-
eent.
I am giving there treatments with
narked sum ss, and shall be pleased
o teH you ham and why It Is such in
few moments; es well as retro'
-Ladies: The American Gentle-
man will be in town all Ibis scek. A
• smile from him to good fur a pair of
Groaatup Will Be Indicted,
I Mattoon, III., Oct. 29.-Indiet-ntents against Judge Peter S. Gross-
;cup and his associate direct•rs of the
'Charleston & Mattoon interurban rail
way, are said to have been drawn by
;the grand jury, which investigated
the wreck August 30, In which 18
people were killed. It is understood
gross negligence will be charged on
the part of the company's directors.
'
('saltier Short $40,000.
Akron, 0., Oct. 29.---It Is believed
the shortage of F. A. Boron, eaihittr
of the Dollar Savings bank, who com-
mitted suicide, will refuse $40,000.
The stability of the bank is un-
affected,
Use Sun want ads. soy reamts.
saltation trio, I ender Entertained
at Luncheon. •
- -
Washington, Oct. 29,-President
Itoossevelt entertained at luncheon to-
lay Gen. William Booth, of the Salva-
tion Army, and Miss Booth and Sec-
retary and Mrs. Cortelyou,
Gen. Booth arrived here today. He
all that he had entirely recovered
fiorn a etal whirls he sustained in
the west and that he wasoehcsut In
his normal rata-aka! condition. After
?Masking in several pieced; be will
sail for Germany November 6.
------------- -
. Constitution for Abyssinia.
. Adis Abeba. Abyosinia, Oct. 29.-
King Menelik has taken an import-
ant step in the direction of giving
abyseinia a constitutional foams of
government In issuing a devree toe
lay providing for the formation of a
..loinet on iepropean lines sanietann
ersly with die publieation of th.:-.4 do-
eree hie majesty announced the ap-
trointment of five minister who will
prestde respectively over the depart-
-meet's of foreign affairs, 111-,11
finance and commerce and war.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it al Once
T H E
Sun Job liqoms
P':one 358-i
Does all kinds of printing
000
W. hare the men who krow
how o do yont work just
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need tuy print-
ing-probauly . we can save
you soma- motley. We know
we can give you satisfactory
*ork, and give it to you
promptly.
•
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So Itou tV •
Xeed AlliOtelUTI:
We are prepared for yonr reetlireMente of these
goods with the most complete showing of the different
grades and patterns that has been shown in this section.
For the kitchi-n, dining room or halls these goods haNe
no eqdal. We have them at
50e, 65e, $1, $1.35 eqaur:iv..e
41.
1111111.1111111101
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branch of It will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 358. E. J.. Pax-
ton.
--There eill be a dance at Red
Mrs. C. H. Sherrill to Entertain for Still another enema 
----
lu circuit court.
(Went. comes forward in enthusia-' pi ..:- ,•. Dr It, Ts. Griffith was given it % , I -
Mrs. C. H. Sherrill, 212 Fountain of D. le D. 
prescription. mi„ .,.. „us, le dict 0, $ !so against Ed Diehman tme
avenue, will entertain on Thursday ful external remedy w I: . • a • s emetinal service eenderee Ds:thin:in s
afternoon at cards in honor of Mrs.. eczema and other shells ,• '1.-.4a-..s nuttily.
J. J. Sherrill, of Chicago, who arrived , like magic. He 1st Dr- C IS
. II"•Illeee. The suit of Ossa Perkiest agati).
today to be the guest of Mrs. C. Ii. of Silver City. Miss., and in s
 Abating L, A. eagomarsino for $5.0410 date
Sherrill and Mrs. H. N. Sherrill of UP his impressions of the ..artling ages for injuries received while tee'
cures D. D. D. has effected, Se say: crating at elevator at. Lagontarsine
"I have been using your I , D. it. hotel is on trial this afternoon..
Hallowe'en Barn Dance, for four years with gratifyine resuIt.4. 
Mt 
-------
'Tie as fear a sweetie tor !esp.-,ite Helen Van Meter wl.I enter- teenproculmee Effected.
tam n with a Hallowe'en party on eczema, P14."1 18, e11.'• 58 !! a 116.r e l The c-aiet of Dr. D. G. Muria e- 
Thursday evening front 8 to 11:3e 
I 
for malaria." _ egainst Captain Jantes White, for
It will be a barn dance and weird in Dr. Holmes is one 
of Imre:silt or ea,etto, was yesterday' dismissed in
!effect to suit the season• The invite..
.Physicians who use la D. ti e..thelretroult court, having been tempi)
ttions are-In - rhyme on a folder with daily' pritetite. The I). le D. come !tepee 
by the defendant paying to the
burned edges, decorated with a pump-,Pany arows 
physicians to use this plaintiff damages. The amount is
kin jack-o'-lantern and read: i remedy with the unesrse. nil T: g that not mete public. Dr. Murrell owned
"On the night of Hallowe'en
Many a prowling ghost w,11 he see.). 
j they cteallielthetihrempatwiehnita-
the terrible beet:tele next to the wn:t e building
wie'" IT w" the American Express eomPanY offlPe
Come to the Qeseted story of the c•te,;itcs he, been wile's, 0111. 
le siedi and 'on labor Day e. was wrecked by
Treesfer St..bee , !• :teal ALA the raw 'sortie! • oyered ,.i, portion or t he wh:te hujidtt n;T, n;!-
Where you rat: dance and have fa IL " - with " l̀fi wh'te sk '• ?1 * II 1) DeIng in on it during a wind stern' Dr
if you're able. 
,
Is not a nasty paste to silica! :ile li:.111. Murrell envied that Capt. Vitite
Dress and mask in a pillow ense and ' and clothing. but it is
 a see! equiden.lee,,,e tearing dean the dunger-
‘
• sheet. it is advisable to. use D. I ). !). so:m aeets ,, W,I . , I“ .1 was responsepl ter
1
So you'll be •nimble On both of Your'
. -
in connection with D. D. I/ l':.'srliP- t he ,A r o le b;i ng te s uilding.
feet. 
Ho re.. e 
1 euithern Pearllt 1.0111paa1" against
Men's hall Thursday evening. October As soon as convenient II. S. V. P. Is any 
further proof of th, , "reeve the Western Di--- i ! \\,.1.. t.t:e e 111
31, given by -the Auxelian to the B. To your loving hostess. le :en B. v. 
powers of D. D. D. term-cep ,,,,, .
I's • th t D D D WII • -- • 'i.g proof a . . . . mu e your:t
H. e..illan)", cute
-I..
Ed !tut er, a young a hilt' me
-For Di. Pereils;• rii g 416 of L. F. and E. Tickets 50 cents. . 
• - - -- vary a That remedy is 
et :.1 a•
Wa:ker & Co.'..Fifth and Ire sdwayet
Rights reserved to tette objection- Mims Susan Porter Sheets to Entertain . . . Ione in and let us snow '1,1 , invir14.-1 
In Puttee Court.
--De Boyer reedenre phone 464;
Office 175. 'abl
e eharaeters. for 'lintel:1y.
-Gus Torlau and Lily Morris, a Litre Miss Susan Porte- Sleeth hate
-Dr. flebert. OstPopatb, 400% .akl^. dise'se Even if %oil !lave not: 
fled $1 and costs in po'ire con. -
colored couple, eere niasried this lesued Invitation:4 to a party in cele-i • ?morning for a breach of peace.
Broadway. Phone 186.
afternoon by the Rev. J. E. Adams bration of her fourth birthday at the 
,i• Hiled to use D. D. D e_.•.1 , ! Co hi ,
-Manchester grove will meet to- home of her parents, Dr. and Mr- 
white, was fined $1 :.
--Farley & Fise.er, veterinarians, in and explain your ca
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; asslimorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock at K. James Sleette 321 North Ninth street.:  . 
being drunk.
phone 351. of P. hall. Della King. clerk. Werlitrsday afternoon from 3 to 51Decker made the round
el-We have just received another - -.- _ _ 
Derek Filed.
'o'clock. It will be a "gun Bonnet morning OD the Dick istme.er. I John, Kupke to Virge Delete laud
'affair. , !state. passed through the city today; 0. E. Weeks to FA C. Cox, lot in
ELLISON GRATIFIED. Baby" party and a most attractive; Mr. H. V. McChesney, seer' tary of in the county, 
$6o.
At Pro...peels for II ill IWO% elltellit of . _ ; for Southland to register.
ne carriages and horses separately. Ittur•rst and Hansom Delphic Club. 
t Rottgering addition, $350.
gi i Mr. Break _Owen went to Hamby! Chitties Elliott to J. It. Nuekoiles.
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable, _____ ._ The Delphie cite) met this morning!Statio nthis morning on Mollie :us. 'land in the county, $2e5.
419 Jefferson street,
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 629 Broadway.
-Best and cheapest. \se rent bug-
Washington, D. C., Oct. 29.-J. Feat the Carnegie library. An inter-i Mr. James Sevier went to Murray; Fe es. Rottgering to O. E. Weakes.
-We give you becer carriage and Ellison, seeretar of the national eabing program wets prteented on this morning on business. It In Rotteering 
addition, Vele
better service for the money than rivers and harbors congrt es, which Egyptian bonte-life. at and
 arrhe ; Mr. B. E. Caruthers. of May field. °
is given by any transfer company In will conv
ene in the second annual teetuns. and the pyramid kings. was in the city this morniti.2. ON LAIICF:NI: CHARGE.•
- America. rine carriages for venal convention i
n this elle Thursday, De- ---- _, Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Strue. of Ben ) _
t„,cember 4, says that the work of the pretty party
occasions on short notice; also el; 
efee Holland and,ton, were registered at Tile Pmaler Re M Pev. ay p deper e'anrhilt May
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. 
rongrets has been effective, as is eve elisa ltipy. i last night.
--Forms for real estate agents for 3110e1 Blarishe Hills 
entertained the, Mr. 0. M. Childress. of 1.1 eentee,
Preetdent Rocsevelt. I 
New lee h. Oct. 29.-- The Rev.
PRESS FEEDERS wanted at '1
:•Z1111 job rooms.
I WANTED----Tao laments forr housekeeping. Old phone 555.
j "The president. for the flest time 
 fie A BRICK residenee for rent, •
--City subscribers to the eleally; vesiterdav afternoon, at her 
home °Ili • Dr. J. H. Sale. of Mnree .14 hor..,
in the hrstory of our country." 
rand tr al Oat i .-herge, of haying „IN .4...i..e.i.- ..r.i..rr.r.i....e. 4 Madison. gpply, to Rev. W. E. Ca
:Me Ellison, "has by official actiot,
sa" Nintb eireet, in honor of Miss Nell to see his nephew, Hateon See.. who ' " ' ' -semisan a Louse and lot front h- r eg• .1Sun who wish the delivery or their: Sutee ritmera inserting %%Hat ails In 
214 North Seventh street.
papers stopped must notify our col- recognized the Importance of such 
Holland, president of the. club aad'is in a serious condition at rii.• home !imamate'. Edward Ward Vacate:eel:.
lectors or make the requests direct 'improvements to the commercial wet- 
a bride of this week, and of IriAs f)f his father, M. G. Sale on South „ei ° v ).) reeently adjudged intapre Theall such items are to be paid for F. 
F. 
Sun aill kindly remember that eorner Eleventh and Clay. 
Al'.FOR,. 
Davis, 
RENT- ..'our Craoormom7 :•
to The Sun °Mee. No attention will fare of the nation by appointing Helena' HIV..
 of Laweenseburg, the Fifth street.
Dr. Harry F. Weliantsen :s cone
eee of ntimaging hi i affairs. i
e hen the iol is Inserted. the rule ap-
to carriers. Sun Publishing-Co.
be paid to such orders when given waterways commis/ion to investigate braoeuste °fs‘a.sM,4117r,m,tlinicali.e HiacY• 
The Just!, e Aspiiiwall. of the sapr..nle'
one without excep- g
land report feasible plans for the im- 
decorated with fired to bis home on Ntese 1 151•3c ' 'court, Brookien. today dismissed Flying to every 
F0124:a hSe:a.11.lra'let -h.tarrilfbizi.):...te Its :tea
autumn. leaves. The attractive (-puree street with -a revere attack of to-on-1u I its ot habeas eirptis and t•ertiorari "elle
-Place your resters for wedding provement of and maintenance of our luncheon carried out the red and yeml!ellitis• 
-- - at Noah's Ark._
invitations at home. The Sun is, waterways." :kir color motif. It was served in the: Dr. B. B. Griffith left this.mornine l'ulti;diliti°M1 
for the release of the noted FUR KINULlet; .(,‘„ 1,415 (.5
' --1 111TCHELLS for high-graae biey- 
FOR FALle-Cook and heating
showing as great an aaeortment as. 'dining room after the genie. The!for Clinton to attend the meeting of! mie.s.e.t varebebet, daughter of cies. 326-328 South Third greet. 
woodeett mouth of Island creek. Se,
you will foul anywhere. at prices' Navv Needs Ainetip
st,
much lower than you will have to: • 
, • 'lemony. The center-piece was a silver society. • iseeme the; with having induced Van roil. R. . . ,, 
. 2. 2940.
denced by the interest taken in it by
sale at t .o e re Sons club s'ry • Y. • • May Pepper-Scannell Vanderbilt must
• New York Oct.. 29.--"Our navy
p
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Cure for Eczema. A 1-feor ordr-edr dr•rdrar 4
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
Fountain avenue.
Have to Stand Trial.
PAGE FTV11
Keep Warm
And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated h >mes.
This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.
We say and. guarantee .
that no soot will be in
the stove or pipe after
the entire winter's
work.
Our line is complete in
si7es, finishes, designs,
quality and price.
Our Prices targe from
¶I.25 to S75:00
Don't fail 2 C the Best Line
fiE0. 0. HiRT & SONS CO.
strierree'eneenetnallewella. AMINE=
WANT ADS
tsble was an artistic autumn wym-the Southwestern Kentucky Medival:the aged lumbernian, charges her FOR SALE-Three mart's. A She-r-
Oyster and fish stall No. 55, market. sided. 
 ,  Ripv, of Lawrenceburg. Ky., and turned home and are at 1910 Jeffer-
or old phone .,. parts of the world. Several of 
Misses Ha e sey
-This is the last week to enter 
all
the contestales in last week's St.. ---
babies In contest for the four most Louis balloon race were present.
popular babies in Paducah. Take all
babies under three years of age tol Gillette Is Given Six Months,
MeFadden's studio and havelts plc-
New York, Oct. 29.-A sentence of
tare taken free of charge. Will be isle months in the penitentiary was
shown on curtain of Kozy theater.
,today impost-el by Justkse Dowling
Let your baby win one of the hand-
:epon Dr. Witeer Gillette, formerly,
some prises.
Demon,' iv'ee rresident of the Mutual Life In-I
-For quality use tee
rubber stamps. The Dtanterui Stamp igllrance cone:ape. 
who was ere:vice:41,
Works, 115 South Third etreet.tof 
perjury. Dr. Gillette first deniedI
land then admitted to the grand jury!
Phones 358.
-Evergreen-Grove, Wdesdernen Cir-iehet 
tre had depose-Red $43-.0-043 4n o-1
ele, will give a Hailowe'en texial and 
ibank to be used in influencing Witt's-
serve refr-shments Wednesday 
even-liation affecting insurance eompsindee.
Irg the 301h, at Broaefoors ball. I A 
physieen tostiled today that Dr.
Gillette was suffering with heart
Everybode invited. Admission free.
trouble and that imprisonment. might
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
City for a few months, and I have me 
revue In his death.
(mired an interest In his business and
shall look after it for him. Any in-
formation a .t), for,..`, • (i any
pay elsewhere. salver of apples an grapes au-, Ir. Rollie Miller has returnede to niaintain its standing as a naval
-Loose Leaf Style in kodak and tunsa leavew The silver 
candelabra, from a yea to his former home at
power. The balloon is the antidote
post-card albums. Something entire- held red and yellow candles_ Sturg
is.
ty new at R. D. Clements & Co. I the battleship." This declaration 
nrst prise. a cut glass pereumej Mr. and Mrs. John J. Saundess,1ifor the submarine, being t
he eyes of, The - .
-Miss Isabel Mohan, pianist and. 'bottle. was won by Mies lAilie 
May: 1693 Everett avenue, Louisville are
was made by Rear Admiral C. N. '
accompanist, Ins now her studio In Whisteert. The guests of honor were i the parents of a 
son, born this morn-
Cheater. U. S. N., in an address 04. 1
the American German National bank Presented with pretty hand
-painted ing at 8 o'clock. Mr. and We. &flin-
ts t war balloons before
building.- second floor, where she, plates. Only club ne tubers w
ire', dens have many: friends in Paducah.'
the international aeronautic con- where they formerly lived. She was
would be Wenger! to see al: her,:gress In the Aero Club of Afnerica.1 1Present' 'Miss Nell Nash, of Paducah.-friends and patrons. s' I Prof. lAlles Moore. chief of the,
-Extra tine Baltimore oysters.. . eirs. John W. Scott. Miss Helen' 
Mr. ane Mrs. Si. B. Nash have re-
( need --likates weather bureau. pre-
,Del gate, were preseet from1 • '
,e1:4
"Pre'
Aiihes'ea".tro
9iftfF
LEITERS IN AN
OLD TRUNK
Perhaps you have seen and
read your grandmother's let-
ters, which were stored away
in an old trunk. From these
you might have judged her
ideas of taste and reflneinent.
Yours may be passed on
some day, so see to it that your
stationery portrays your good
taste. We hAve a new, beauti-
ful line which we enjoy show-
ing.
111Y,If(Atiffl/t-eg
I)rugglato
Fifth and Broadway Opp. Palmer luso.
Died From Fall to Street.
New York. Oct. 29.-Theough a
report to the police made twenty-
four hours after his death. it became
ffnown today that Chariest R. Bender-
)n, head of the banking firm of R.
Henderson & Co.. 24 Nassau street,
andel director in several. of titre larg-
est financial 'restitutions in New Yorlf
died Wilda): after a fail from a win•
(low or his home. There were no
witnessee to the accideett. and Hen-
dersonellneered only air hoer and a
half after be was 'friend. He was
partly conscious, butt his efforts. to
talk were incoherent, so that no ex-
planation could be obtained front
Switel et Make Demands.
St. Paul, Oct. 29.--Rspresentativet
of_the railway switchmen today wait-
ed- on the general managers of the
roads operating refit of St. Paul ane
presented demands for the year Ii.'-
ginning November 1. They ask time
and a ealf for overtime, holidays and
Sundays.
Charles Deere Demi.
Chicago, Oat. e9. Charles H.
1:et-re, heed of the ele.e- works at Me
line, hearing his name. and one of
the wealthiest men ill Illinois, died.
today.
Notice.
Os-en Sheron. le years old. bite
Left home and I. the undersigned. for-
bid anyone to hire or keep him with-
out 111, convent. .1. 4' SHERON.
-00eher 2e, 19417.
The Huebruide H • for Rent or for
Sale.
This) property Is for Pale or for
rent; for particulars see Gip Hus-
bands. Lv
and
,son street, Mrs. Nash has been visit_ grand lat and Myrtle
_____ ling her daughter, Mrs. John J. Sautes,
ders. In Louisville for six weeks and
Mr. Nash has been to New York aed 
Heavy Ocean Swells.
!other points east. Miss Elizabe.h
Sash -is expected to arrive Wednes-
, Mrs. S. M. Smith. of 110: South,
day from Louisville.
;Third street, is il!.
Mr. E. E Moore ycsti,rdac return- I
l
ed from Indinnapolte. lee t -. ad other,!
points. I
Mr. John S. 1.1.100-ker -has- reterts:d.
from Nashville, Ti':,, , where he ae-
emu-per-fed his wife sled POW 4011,
are visiting Mrs. Illeesker's oarer.: s
Mr, and -Mrs. Hamilton Perksew
Mr, A. J. Deaker left for Louisville'
The ordinary
tailor makes clothes
one way. The ex-
clusive tailor dit-
ferentiates -but is
tkpensive.
- College Brand
clothes (ready to
put o n) combine
extreme style and
high quality .vith
moderate price.
Made in New York
for men of New
York tastes.
$16.50 to $40
Sold exclusively in this
town by
J. C. Baker at wood yard Or phone
derbilt to deed over to her euveral „es,  WANTED--An experienced ch
ile,
parcees of ren: e.ttate anti also to at 
hV. .se, st.111)-0- maces.. ousie bos . Apply nurse for a few seeks Highest
make in her favor on her rep-. wages. Mrs. J. Benedict, 5117 Norte
reeenseee,s that "Litte) Bright FOR RENT-Rooms, up or doers, seee
ttele
Ete se• a eerie had eomtiernieated to. at 1369 Jefferson street.
ter f: milt the spirit world that the ; DAVENPORT for sale; 927 Broad- 
FOR RENT--Two 3-rootti houses.
:1: ttt 31 ,-.. Vatiderhilt sanctioned smith way. phone 670. 
o Kincaid street across Sixth etree:
gets. ['lees all appeal is taken front. FOR RENT-Three rooms. 
App.,/ oltrite,lagee.175A,:mp!y to Otto Husbands or
, today e d, eision, Mrs. Peremer-Vate!to7 N. Fiftee--iith.' _
FOR SALE--Cheap, gasoline boat, gain, one new four room house. hale
FOR RENT OR SALE at a het-
Iderbilt w' ! htve to be arraigned be-
t('re Ma. -tra:e Geysmar in the Gray engine. Address A. K.. :ern
, Adams se. el c•mrt on a charge of, 
and yorele 1224 -North Thirterive
FOR heating and stovewood ring street. epiti to 1222 North Thit
'437 F. Levin.
seer
•
.54
.
4. • *. •• .i• V 1.
•
Pikikt ,-„
4
r..-'
on biteireirs. 
, P.'-sesee •r 4:' 
Mr. Wiltiem Rye are family hetear 
r‹..41,f,74 .-I elrAteI
returned front Naserviire Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan, efl 1
Sharon. Tenn., leave today for their:
home. after wending ten days here'
vieiting relatives.
! 
/ :••e .
Mrs. J. F. Lospus. of Evansville, is! ...ease see 
el • ;t1eee
vls!.ting her tette r. Mr. .T. -H. _Mmax-• 
-e _ I i
well,' of- Thirtereirtt aed Burnett i e1.415 old _phone or 155 new phone.
Fri...otter Juileca Ilia ()ow.streeTte ,
Haile:ten Murray. •, r tlthy farm- ''--W-A-N-TED.- Hoene rs anti boarders ee. .. ,...e• •••• .• -Mrs. Katie Csaie. of this eity.1 at rfeme North Third street. Refer- acre. gi win& %%1:', ‘'t
has gone to Rotetevil!c, Ind. She 'sill
... ...
er, was .arisereal es, Ma.; for intoxi-
be aecompant. /I le- err father, . uoti 
Jake Bic tie: mat!. l'a,1,1.,h.. Kee_eleation. atol v.-as take n before Sudge eaves*
leOR SALEselloteme ant let in FOR SALE- (Iii II - liesi-:7:-4-les
Ststlothnehlri doaauglihit."::ss.ki;Ihrsk. bes"rarg haen
n:i•GaTsher':i intlY...:•alr:s(1),(-1,ia....41 Murray ms as Brawskeart. 111. A good levestment. prooertr on s,,11,11 roar!ll 
Theo
i though! enelit to le don - -rith a Ill'ill' - i0-E ROOM for rent. Mots- 
ihwettuiste4:1.1 n(:ilaintlkureasittil 27..61a:al Its and 43i.told Melee r. arid asleal 'rem ahat he Louie Williallit4, 41" Deoe'lwae•
Miss Helen Stone.
returned front Heeding
Canductor Frank itriewood has
eesveal who would get, drunk so ellen. mur_i;dale Bros. Co. Old Winne 1261 r. New Write to Mrs. C.. A. 
ite Title!". Herrin,
.lb, and the court reelit d 1
I
ORDER Your dry -stove wood is. ner's silw "sil°1).
. -11. Box n,ic. or tagare at Joe Bren-
12e, 1-2 Kentucky s
. ,rey repeed that he hardly. knew what phone 126e.'weeks in, Tenneisee.
home yesterday. 
ihtleiStylObt:11'deving hint to h. an honest and bundled, kindling front Jethnstotieeavena"' forf"I'
Mr. AV. T. Wilson, of Benton, went
---PO-SITION WANTED --As 
flrenitiiii WANTF:D-For U. S. arniy: Able-
particuiars
man he would appoint hini judge to'Denker CoarCo. Both phones 203, 
_
Mrs'. W. 0. firrherts and daughter,
lug Mese_ .r. p. eaett. of 439 South
Miss Gertrude. of Mayfield, are aleult-;teY 
his nen case.
Murray __merle a I h o r speech in or -engineer. E. M. sTrOutwitie, 215 
bodied unmarried men between agog
Fifth street. 
whiali he ' said thee sone- lenieneyeei ays avenue. 
of 21 an 35: citisens of the United
' . 
. ;States, of good character anti tern-
clay:moonlit he shown on account of the  ,,,,,,. , . ...  iterate habits. wh
o can speak, read
- Mrs. Roy elorearrf elita
it-flume-ea of long habit :turd beaatmei, 741
no :le; 7 rooms, bath and toilet: R4-street. went to Benton today to visit
relative* 
elm wits never a case of willful viola-
tion of the law. 
most new • T C Scott, care L. D.fapply
hALE O4 iti'• I Medereiand write English. Men wented-now
trincluded, "for repeated failure to; °glivie * C°'
"Nevertnelesse' he • ' ' 
.
_ _ . ___ 
t
far service in Cuba. For informatioe
to Recruiting Officer. New Rich-
INFORMATION FILED.
teed the warnings of this court 1 fine FOR RENT- Flue tarm about : , NIGHT SCHOOL-First mouth's
!mend House. Paducah. KY. .
miles front city. Good house and our tuition free if yon clip and mail or
I
Tobacco Trust tale.% Being Brought You the sum
 of $10."
Taking out his pocketbook he hand. buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway'. T present this notice within the nextto Crucial. Point.
rel the clerk $10 and walked out of E• Ledien• • 
Norfolk, Va.. Oct. 29.-The infer- 
the corrt room.--Muncie (Ital.) Dis• CLOTHES cleaned - and - pressed- 
live days to Draughon's Practical
Blueness College I incorporate)! m
'nation by the government for ten latch to 
the New York Sum
forfeiture of 5,750.000 cigarettes, 
Tailor, 115 South Thild street. Phone! phone 1755 asking for particulars et
1016-a.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The :314% Broadway. Paducah. Olti
on nod 'by the BrItish-American Teel 
Chleago rind Alton rem-, this remarkable offer, If you die
baeco company, limited, seised by thei 
New !leek, eee, 29.--Hearinge by - •WE ARE NOW la a position t nit at end of month. owing 
umbels,
collector of customs at this port in 
the' serve any and all kinds of sandwiches. 
continue at : special rate--$4 4lilt ers+ ate commerce commtiselen
two tote Goober 19 and 21, beesuseiwore resauned today- before Chairman chile and hot tamaies, Ill 1-2 South 
th.
of alleged violations of the Sherman 
Martin A Keeler. The first cat* ,,,,,rd.
anti-trust law, was flied in, the tiaitea!rrintoku red was that of mannsng vic 
' "'
States district court' this atierrioon.lthe Cblesteo and -Alton Railway coin-
It '-charges -that, the tentutpatay "wits patty. .. .
treated as an instrtimentality_ for Mc! ' ------ ---- - --
especial purpose of defeatine and I -I ' .li•e: See if you 
1.1414 tee a
violaeing the laws of he .*aid liniaw- motile rr., ,, t
it.. amereen Genthemen
ful Contracts. agreementa, combina-land le t a o..it• 
of *LOH . tine-elms
thins and conspirtieles Win the see- Indy Wee-4 
6t... at
al American ‘.,1.3.) concerns." 1 LENDLIAt & LYDON'S.
FOR Dft
-
teen th.
WOOD. MA phone \V \ NII.:1) Tie carriers at new
2361. _ tie treat lig plant at 
Marlon, Ill., on
50) LOADS dry stove wood for 18etl-a.cdtie. _pay ofy
work al'
quick delivery. Both phones 21)3.
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with 
,! ..nor.;_tes, 11.1,u,:r..j unt,e,;nt.:,ull•eftay, night. E. P.
chair. Apply at this office. Lusa' Teo :wreite..s, tarot' ten •
FARM FOR SALE-70 acres M ;i !!4' 1/L between Broad-
;gravel road, public school. IJ. M. as. !!:. ! vs• )10 or on
:Clarke, I:109 Jefferson street. e", •. A A IV 11 bc
y :
-7-0td ph-rrin, her-. 7 -, 1,;i01,- !..m.4.1 blaze lr
I POR RENT ---Nice -front. room, fare One whit hind esot. Reware
:lerh, etc,, with or without board. tor es, !Jeerer:I:ion to old phone
ayer.14.4. 2.71.
WANTED -4:4.4,41 cook for soiwo CLEANING AND PRESSING neat-
( •mily; good %ate e Mrs. Eat- I ly done. Satiseiceen guarantee4
leemer. 1 • .lefft rsott. Work roe. d for and delivered. OC 9
--TRY T C NICKELiee• best, hand trial Is all I ask. James Duffy, South
sewed. oak ruled half soles in city for Ninth stecet, near Broadway. Phone
durability. Fourth and Washington. 462-a
ANYONE having oid-eempers ot vele tire-r -re. .1e,, ri,1-1,
magazines to give away Iplea.se rine
RENTh Three-emote -Miner
just painted . and papered, at 13174
Ksrititeky Ate. Apply TU. 'F: Single-
ton. at radio all Baulking Co.
WA-Sart
house as, shipping clerk or assists!
eAtt !IOWA retnreneew. &defines V. - 
------
I" North' Third street Coe Sun want ads for remain,
e patent medicines and
rticles advert;sed in this
paper are on sale at •
McPherson's Dru g Store
Fourte Broadway.
CATARRH
rITE PADUCAH EVENING 8111'1;
'slid that the bill an passed via I.
BLOOD UNHEALTHY tte county ucers the power to A HOME MADEcontracts for the books was passed
'unanimously, and that Governor
Beckham was so displeased with it
The entire inner portion of the body is covered with mucous membrane 
that he failed to approve the act, and
this membranous tissue is aimialansly supplied with blood vessels, veins, 
this will be seen from the act itself
conclusion thereof.arteri 1, and capillaries. Each of these is constantly supplying to this tissue' at the •
Fifth—Bradley shows that Beck-ear lining, blood to nourish and Stier] .: then it -and keep the system healthy. I his Cures The Kidneys AndWhen the blood becomes infected with catarrhal matter it is not able to fur- ham purposely omitted from
nish the required amount of healthful properties, but feeds the parts With charge concerning the knowledge of
aimpurities which disease the membranes and tissues so that they become Wadley of threats made gainst Sell-
irritated and inflamed, and Catarrh, with all its disagreeable and dangerous at or Goebel that he, Bradley, as ap-
symptoms, is established in the systetn. There ii a constant ringing in the pears from the Democratic campaign
ears, a thin, watery discharge from the nostrils, the breath has au offensive book, said when ' notified that Mr
odor, slight fever often accompanies the disease. and gradually the entire Goebel would be shot that it was an
health becomes affected and the system upset and deranged. In its earlier infernal outrage; that it shou:d not
stages, when Catarrh is confined to the nose and throat, sprays, washes, occur and that he would go up in the
inhalations, etc., are soothing and in a way beneficial, because they are senate chamber and come down with
cleanly and usually antiseptic, but such treatment has no curative effect, Goebel, and no injury should be done
because it does not reach the blood. Tutcure Catarrh the blood must be 
n," °t 
pur- bi n even an Indignity. He also
ified, and this is jest what S. S. S does. It --. -ems that he was assured Goebel
0 
0 then-the blood vessels We filled with flith,f
cause and mantel the blqiaaI pure and healthy.14whias not.shtit until several da,) a after.
should not be injured, and that he
Sixth--Governor Illtalley shows
goes down into the circulation and attacks -
S. the disease at its foundation; it removes the
reinvigorated blood, which is carried to all that the letter which Beckham reads
PURELY VEGETABLE the mucous surfaces and linings, the inflatn-
mation and irritation are corrected, the syrn p-•
toms all disappear, the health is improved and Catarrh is Permanently cured.
it...ok on Catairh and any medical advice free to a.„ who write.
THE SWIFT SFECrIC CO., ATLANTA, GA
BLOOD REMEDYSYSTEM DERANGED
GOY. BRADLEY
SUMMARIZ
(Continued from First lige.)
as then a innate e in the school fund
o its ceeent of $112,799 (See page
Ie.:. Auciaor ('olter's report).
Es
(4) p theo! hook bill that he ad-
%,.. ziiii ,)a-age of another which
einaowe.t d him to appoint three
commissioners, which was defeated.
misfaNiffiONERSEMBENIIIMININNINSAct of lee I. paa ie.. ate h was
tee. •
tee; 1
-• •••••••EPIME.MOMMA.
buy horses,
sell horses,
boarzi horses. a•
i do a gener..I
livery bus-mess.,
The Tully Livery Company ;
Illea15•rato4 1
fourth St. and Andreae Ave
dozomiammoMMAMEMNinami
- - ests---er -e  %zees-x.2X -inao...s: a-  eeesenearlata Seat—
ARTISTIC POSTAL CARDS OF PAIlliCAH
We have just received a neat heettteel hind- colored series of
Paducah scenes. Nothing like there are shown elsewhere its
the city. Our assoitment of Psdneah views now include some
forty five different reeeee (ter cut prices are as follow:
Steel E igravings r,J7
Sepias (blues and be
Hand Colored Scent _ ;•
I THE BOOK ANDD. E. WILSON MUSIC MA:•
  S.;
... be
e 5
At 11m-beer's Departaiont Store.
lesc-301111M1111•91111B11111F 
tieJfIC19=311ieroneete2:110101/11/111C11a2gaill nentenate.AlseelienntaarZe.
•
DO YOU USE YOUR
GAS STOVE IN WINTER?- 
If not is  it becaue a coal
range  keeps the kitchen
warm? We  have a Coke
I Heating:Attachment for gas
stoves that does the business
• only costs
$8,
Burns, Coke and saves  a
double stove  equipment in_
your kitchen.
, 
Then think
of the saving in expense
with the present high prices
of c al.sit
link it over, then call on us
and look it over, then get it
The
Paducah Light & Power Co.
•
Makes Them Filter Poisons
Front The Blood And„ Cures
Rheumisti-nt Es ery Time
MIX IT YOUltia:J.F.
•
A leading health journal, in an-
swering the question. "What is the
best preecription to dealt and purify
the blood.- printann a recent issue
the following- Fluid Extract of Dan-
from him to Calhoun has been tam-,delion ore-half ounce. compound Kur
pered with, and as now presented is Vuon Sac-
forgery. He also refers to the 
one ounce. Compound Syrup r
saparilla three ounces. Shake well
speeches of Hendricks. who charged' and use tu teaspoonful closes after
that Beckham had concealed front each meal and at bedtime.
the legislature the fact that he had A well known local druggist who Is
made a contract with Calhoun far familiar with this prescription states
$3,000, and enabled Calhoun to lobby that it is harmless, being composeda bill though paying him 31000of simple ingredients which can he- s when Senator Blackburn had al-'
obtained from any good pisiscriptionrtaly reported to Beckham that the 
pharmacy.
government was ready to par the i 
It cleans the blood from all an-
Seventh—Governor Bradley 
charge,.claim, before Calhoun was etntiloyed.1
purities and nourishes the blood.
a yethat :n the election of 190 In just ' few &r the skin be-
ham's saidiers, under command of 
3 "Beck;
gills to clear at sores, boils and pim-
Judge Hargis, wOlt to the Frozen,Plee• It puts vigor and energy into
precinct in Breathitt county. took Jun-down, debilitated men and wo-
charge of the polls, and counted asmen. For many years Sarsaparilla
alone has been considered a goodmajority of from 10 to 35 for the 
Democratic ticket, when the precinct blood medloine. But while it bulk
was 100 Republican. 'up and made new bleed, the Import
Eighth—As to the "jumbled ng-i 
was only 
temporary.ties remained watiln and the goad ac-
urea." conaplafned of by Beckham compliehed ,
Governor Bradley specificary sets'Sarsaparilla, however, when used in
forth the enormous increase of ex-;combinatiou with Compound Karmen
pensee under Beckham's administraoand Extract Dandelion works won-
ton at the Frankofrt and EddYville dens. This-combination puts the kid-
nitent:aries, the lunette asylums.rn*Ys to work to filtsr and sift out
'he feeble minded InstPutes, the deaf the wastr matter, uric acid and other
dumb asylums, the active and impurities that cause disease. It
;War militia, expenses of public'makes now blood and relieves rhkel-
fil;•es, cost of criminal proseetelonn i tnattem and lame back and bladder
-department, bored of equal. tioubles. - -
salon, amount paid assessors. cost! This prescripticn is better than the
f court of appeals, expresses, re- usual patent medicines, which are in
earai, etc_ which, he says. is shown,the most part alcoholle coneoctions.
a the auditor's reports, and offers,The ingredients cost .but little and
o agree with -Mr. Beckbam t'o pay are easily mixed at home. Every
,enti the expense, in order to dein- man and woman here should make
lietrette uho has told the truth about some up and try it if they feel their
•to,e matters, which offer Mr. Beck- system requires a good blood medi-
Sam has treated with contemptuousacino and tonic.
lhe Kargon to clean the kidneys
Nanth--Governor Bradley shows and vitalize them so they can clean
:hat tie tex tate used by the Repub-ahe blood, Sarsaparilla to make new
limns to pay for all current expenses rich blood ahd Dandelion to tone Hof
eas 421,4 cents on the one hundred stomach, clean the liver and make it
eollare. only fifteen cents of which active and relieve constipation is the
went for general expenses: (see Ken- waythe prescription acts and so
eicky statutes, ed. 1594. page 91) .mildly and gently that one does notan that they administered the state conalder -they are taking medicine.'
cove: nment on this sum, and accord-
eig to Auditor Stone's report of 1900 t The (o bont' I"orccnet.hey left in the treasury when they' 
According to the goosebone. therewent out of power, $1,080,000 which,
with the ether assets, was more thau 
hard winter ahead.
The earliest prediction of the pres-• uffident to have paid oc the $1.000.-
i,00 bonded indebtedness and left the eat year Is made be Amos Mayer, a
farmer living in the western end of:ate entirely out of debt, while Mr.
the county. The front part of theBeckham on an increased tax rate
af 2% cents (see Acts 1902, pagn nop of the breastbone is very dark
arid near the center It is white foe a.152). and with an Increase In the tax
rate for general purposes of Gin iconsiderable. distance. Beyond this
.ents on the one hundred dollars .it is dotted and then comes a long
dark streak. The goosebone prophettor general expenses. with a largely,
:ncreased valuation of property and rid t°d4Y:
au average of more than $79,000,0001 "'according to the breaat bone, we
year has left the state an indebted-(will have quite cold weather in the
flatter part of October and for twoLess, according to Hager's books oe
t €, tith day of June. 1907, of $672._!weeks in November. Then there will
277.47 on unpaid appropriations for he a warm spell, Wane for a few
permanent improvements and a daly s.Decemberaaiaaawlilaal beawast cold 
snowstorm.
Jnatah_:
0:ortage in the general expenditure 
uth 
an occasional
furd of $476,117.89. borrowed frosnivarY will be a month of snow, hail
the sinking fund, thus making a total and ansoccasional cold spell.
sho7tage in indebtedness of $1,148.-1 "The dark colors on the end of the
He also shows from Auditor breast bone indicate that February
Stone's report of 1900 that when the
Republicans went into power, there
ees a floating indebtedness of $1,-
no0.0110 left by their predeceasors,
lieldes which there was a bonded in-
! ateantas of 9674,000. notwith-
standing the preceding administra-
Akin had diverted from the sinking
field $2,500.000, and had appropriat-
ed $6110.0410 paid ny the national gov-
ernment to the payment of general
aperees (see Acts 1591-2-3, page 7)
Ale th sfloating indebtedness had
ban-paid off as shown by the report
will be a very cold month, and there
will be several blizzards. At one par-
ticular part of the bone 't is almost
black, which means that we will have
lots of snow and sleet. The cod
aeather will continue 'way into
March, and Cve will have a very late
spring."
The geoeebone was compared with
several obtained from ether. birds
killed within thu past few weeks, and
they seem to be marked identically
the same.—Philadelphia Press,
of Auditor Stone, Getton is raised all over Ind:a, but
Gevt rner Bradley charges that the the length, coarseness and general
Republicans di,d not Increaseethe tax quality of the fibre varies with each
rate ten cents on the $100, but that locality. Owing to promotive meth-
a Republican house and Democratic
senate made this increase for the ex-
clusive purpeee of paying old debts
,of the preceding administratioh,
which is shown-by Acts 1897, page religious rite; and if the second crop
Ile also chargas that the-$500.00-011sataravle"to
destroyed they ..apathetleally
12.
of bonds was' Issued under an-- act 
passed at the same session to pay oln -
debts of preteding administration
(page .9, Acts 18-97O which is shown
on the fare of the Acts; that the t.
vent rate was by the Act lo be re-
dined in three pears to five cents
Itsee same Acts). and that although
the Republicans had administered
the state government on forty-two
:tad a half cents on the $100. Beck-
ham was not able to administer the
state government on forty-seven and
a half cents from May. 1900, and the
rate was ralsee to taffy cents on the
$100. He further charges that the
$1.000,0011 of bonds, which Beckham
iaseine to have paid. were Issued en-
tirely for Democratic debts—$S00,-
(100 in 1885 and the other $500,000
in 1897, aid that when they were
paid, Mr. Beckhane was. _paying Dena
ocratic and not Republican debts.
NotwithAtanding,..atheee set-IOUS
araeo esupported by reference 14
books and pages, Mr: Beckham. np to
this good hour, has not denied any
one of them and stands convicted by
his silence. Ii
ods of cent:vation, thu average yield
is only about one-third that of the
United Stattes. If the boll worm
ruins a crop. the natives perform a
Cough drop., throat
lozenges, or cough
syrups may reliewe
a cold but they don't
cure it. Score."
Ernaisiort not only
immediately relieves
your cough or cold but
cures it by giviilg you
the strength to throw
it off. Take Scoff.:
Ernal.rion for
coughs and
colds.
ALL DRUGCLIT3 t
We- AND Um.
DRIVEN OFF
BY TAXATION
•
The manner in which the tax sye
tem of Kentucky may seriously affect
Its business interests was recently
given a very striking demonstration
in Lexington. The estate of Mrs.
Clara Bell Walsh, amounting to about
$750,000, had been for many years
inateteed by the Security Trust com-
pany of Lexington, as trustee: A pe
train was filed recently In the Fay-
ette circuit enure asking the court
to terminate the trusteeship, so that
Mil. Walsh might put her property to
the hands of a trust company in St
Louis. The Security Trust` company,
winch had hen acting as trustee, drd!
not oppose this suit, it being distinct-
ly stated In the petition ef Mrs. Walnh
that the services of the trust comeall)
had been In every way satisfactory,
Let that tie taxes imposed upon her
property were too bureensome.
The peculiar feature of the case lies
in the fact that Mrs. Walsh, herself,
:stades in St. Louis and, therefore,
claims that her personal property
should rot be taxed at Lexiegton in
the hands of her trustee. The court
of apacala having held otherwise, and
Mrs. Waisa, not feeling justified in
paying a tax rate of $2.70 on the
etseks. bonds and other invesnatenta
In the hands of the Kentucky Astee,
since she could not derive any possi•
tale good from the payment of this
tax. eaceied ^ to remove the property
to the state of hsr residence.
A comiiereble part of the estate
was invested in local securities—the
bonds of local corp- rations and real
(state mortgages. This mean
that the money will gradually be with-
'drawn from investment In these local
peel:rages and reinvested by the St.
Louis trustee in other securities, thus
constitunag a loss of that much
money to enterprises in and around
LeOngton and Fayette county. It
means just that much greater scarcity
of nesded capital.
The Lexington Herald has been,
with great asergy and skill, showiae
the reeult of this sort of taxation cu
the business interests of the state. It
pajnts out, among ether things, the In-
consistency in the decisions of our
courts, which hold that a man vii-
lives in cne Kentucky county and has
intangible personal property, scch as
-awns, bonds, or money, in the hand_
of a trustee in another county of Ken-
tucky, must pay the tax in the county
of his reeldefIce and not in the county
where the trustee resides.; but if the
owner of the property moves entirely
out of the state, then he must pay a
tax in the county where the. t.ustes
resides, as well as pay the tax in the
state where he takes up his new resi-
dence, this constituting double tax-
ation.
Conserned With Taxation.
In her p :ition asking for the
change in trusteeship Mrs. Walsh
says: "Plaintiffs desire, if said Clara
Itell Walsh be not entitled to a
discharge of the trustee, that
there be a change in the per-
son of said triatee. and if it can
be d: ne that the fund, and property
In trust be transferred to a tr1W-0
duly (testified under and resident .
the state of Missouri, where they
have their home. Plaintiffs state that
the reasons why a change of trustee
is desired dc not in any manner relate
to the conduct or filelity of ealetrus-
tee, but are on account of the heavy
burdens of taxation imposed on said
estate by reason of the residence of
the trustee in a state and city differ-
ent from the home of the beneficiary."
Court of Appeals Decision.
The Herald adds the following fact
as to the case. "ender this decision of
the court, Mrs. Walsh's personal prop-
erty ia the bands of the Sarno -.-
Tryst company would be liable
city, state and county taxes here: and
realizing that she, a non-resident of
the state, could derive no posai
bencliP from taxes paid to the city en
her personal property, Mrs. Walsh
takes this means of getting possession
of her property. The removal of
the-estate to another state is a power-
ful argument against the wisdom of
the system of taxation in force- in
Kentucky; for though the itifttst-
ments made by the trustee in local
securities are an safe and highly re
garded as tcibe retained. yet when a
reinve.tmont is made it Is lately that
a large portion of the funds will be
Invested elsewhere, thus deprival;
this community and state of so Much
tally ace(le I capital for its progress
and development. •
Poverty or perjury.
"A prominent attorney of this dty,
in eiscessing before the Taxation
Committee of the Kent yeky senate In
1903 the tax aystena of our state,.de-
nounced our personal property tax as
necessarily leading either to poverty
or perjury.-We do not know whether
any statistics on the It-lit:as-et are avail-
able. hut We think it a safe guess.. thett
at least tarce-fourths of all the intan-
gible personal property, such as
loads, notes, and cash, which is as-
sessed for taxation In Kentucky. is in
the hands of fiduciaries Is it a fair
and manly thing to place upon those
leist able to bear it nearly all the
burden of such a tax?"
Doctors' "Anti-Trust", Immune.
Charles Cite, Ia., Oct. 25.—Iowa's
anti-trust laws do out apply to Oise
saeans. Judge Kelley ̀ today rcleitied
the Brewer county doctors who were
Indicted for organizing an associa-
tion- and increasing their scale of.
fees,
The world's ahoep-ahearing recard
Is 2.394 abituals In nine hours. Thia
i
was done at Hawk's Bay Station. In
Australia.
The petulant are powerless.
TEIDIDAY, OCTOBER 29.
Don't
Shiver
Just scratch a match—light
the Perfection Oil Heater—
and stop shivering. 'Wher-
ever you have a room that's
hard to heat—that the fur-'
riace doesn't reach—there
you'll need a
(eat"( ),;();()nt.
PERFECTION Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)
just the thing for blizzard time or hetwven seasons. its genial
glowurg heat makes any room cheerful and cozy. No smoke—
no !men—smokeless desice prevents. Brass
font holds 4 quarts of oil burning 9 hours. Fin-
ished in japan and nickel. Every heater warranted.
The IWO: 
Lani,,, Gives a restful,
steatiy,solt hght
which is so much appreciated by workers and
students. Made of brass, nickel plated with the
, latest improved central draft burner. Every lamp
warranted. Write our nearest agency for de-
scriptive circular if your dealer cannot supply
the Perfectic.n Oil Hen ter or I2ayo Limp.
Standard Ott Company
(Inc corporasted)
INSURANCE AOENT8
ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Aecident,
Health,
Automobile,
Office Phones N w 3 S
Steam Boller,
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Elevator.
Residence Phones ?1 clw 7 7Z66
Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
 1•1111111.1111911111114a3leanastaninACeillea0MIRX
ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber
Heating Expert
Repair Work Solicited.
Both Phones 201
I
132 S. Fourth St.
 411111111.15111=111WIWINIMINIMIrlass
325 Kentucky Avenue.
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FOR RENT
,
Several de Si ra b I e offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAMTRAAN NATIONAL BANK
1
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will izidi-
cate. Purity of the
Early  Times
And
Jack Beam
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
. 4 f•-,
•
•
3
if 0
•
•
Doctors
You could not please us better than to ask your
doctor abo ut Ayer' a Cherry Pectoral for coughs,
colds,croup,bronchitis. Thousatidsof families
always keep it in the house. The approval of
ow_ pectoral a dactors 
their physician and the experience of many
EZiorswesowleitendo„, years have given them great confidence in
Li e it or not,avattleci...says. this cough 
medicine.
EVERY ONE ADMIRES
the tailor-made man. If he has an
absence of style about him the
artistic tailor gives It to him.
11\k\: 
that no man in Paducah is in better
style or better dregs than you are.
When you want to look like a
gentleman and a man of good taste,
let us make you a Prince Albert or
cutaway suit, or an evening dress
Suit or overcoat, and you will know
• H. M. DALTON,
With Warren, the jeweler.
NEW STATEHOTEL
IHE'TROPOT IS, ILL
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
fewest and beet hotel In the del
&Mee 02.00. Two large sample
looms. Beth rooms, Electric Litata
th• only centrally located Hotel to
Res city,
COMMERCIAL PATRONAGB
LICITED.
MEN AND WOMEN.
Ses Big 41 for on patina
I. I •• I duicharKercialaruniatiel.a.
Cisa.isarod irritatiass or 'Neonatal,
ea. ....Isis,. of viscous women's'.
7avtvidsei Painiesa, and uot ands.
tItittestintit0t. gent or vata•iinotia.
GNICIRIUT,11 bold by Dragging%
La. or sent in plata wrapper,
te ewes*, previld. tor
•i .o. oral:Walesa 75.
greeler pet as newel.
IL
! .1 
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIV 
have 'offered witli ptles tot Skirt •sif y
__a year Ser) last April I beft1.11 t•il I ff laaeare%.6".ER ! ).
i Of constipation. IT th• course of • v, en .•-I•4 I notleed
I ihe piles tegan to disappear and at the end of ill
i reek• they did not trouble use at all. l' 
entirely eurod •
eel likes aisle ma..' George Ir7dior, Napoleon, i!
isle done wonders for me I a..
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STE.eMER CLYDE
Leaves Paduenh for Tennessee Myer
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m.
A. W. WRIGHT !treater
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk I
This company Is not responsible
for invoee charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates from Padu•
rah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Watch the 1
Label
Pi id ac: a 1 I Kg
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
R. L. McMurtrie
Old Phone 842.
Manufacturer of
, Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed
403 Wens. It.
elemphla, Tenn.- October
18, round trip, $5.25, For-
rest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala. - Round
trip $9.3. Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 27th-Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. - Round
trip $6.96, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th - Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
poInta in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans
Houston. San AntOtlitl, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. -,Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coaelt‘
eXcursious on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For informatiott- apply to
City Ticket °Rite, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Mt City Ticket (Mee
R. M. PRATHER, .
• Agent Union Depot
lato;=;3111311111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111ka
ty druggists, mall 50c and $1.00.
Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Clore-
and, 0.
best For
The bowels
PPlaaant, Paleaable, Potent, Taste Good. Do Ooal.
N,., Melton. Weaken or Gripe. We ree See Never
Oa la balk. Tbe genets* tables stamped C CO.
aaarauteoi to e•re or your money beet.
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago 7r N.Y. NG
INNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
Ba.cliache,
Pain in the
Hips and Groins
In 'most eases are direct results!
ce! WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and inflamed membranes
lining the neck of the Bladder
producing the palms.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
WILL CURE IT
Two dosese give relief, and
one box wil cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irregularities of the
Kidney's and Bladder in both
men and women. Sold at 60
etits a box on the No Cure No
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mall upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville.
Ky. .41
IN CLEVELAND Keep Your
Bowels Cpen
DACE IS GROWING %%ARMED AND
CONDITIONS REMARKABLE.
can Furniture Manufacturing Com-
pany on Third street, and boing the,
..)e 2a Colleges in 16 States. ere. F. Lreighte. tee
saute property conveyed to the Pa Renal,
ducah Furnituring Company by Mar- PRACTICAL BUSINC3S 1)1711
gafet Grief by her deed dated August
It is a noticeable tae, -lad one which ewe as the Up-to-Date Peeress S
cents
any doctor will verify that people who 11, 1891, and recorded in deed 
book 
rakrTioxs SITURLD or MoNLy
la ttraight line to the river; thence
T Those rubies le ny Or.nald..
Whether this is sound argumenti FR 5 weirs Syne Inosishslors bee ;elle the meanders of said river to1 ,
will soon be known. The betting !mesa_ I same.) bone reit to thsir kw by the upper line of said Muller pieceOs esineate• Tee offer ts to wow name
fraternity does not seem to take it. ri;sediMag as .• ,;lais, ass is wry son W wise of ground; thence with the lined! of
very seriously, as bets still stand ten' Walk= mat tugs it Una kg It if NW Ma arserarlons 4 inamdiorar ei. bowl 18P1101 ewasst 
said Muller land to the beginning on
to seven on Johnson. The general, mut annIne Imanew la csseren, worsen we ow , Third street. 
-.
opinion among those who study elec.1 rim A 
reirar.rt h:Ane Cure. THE
pulp.* in 0140:, ,  Cgoi5 Z,:.. Sae i Seventh Tract: Being a certain
tion indications from a purely bust- t as Mt WILL'S Maur, :': NA." leis frodoti strip of land 10 feet wide off the
ness statelpoint is that Johnson will! bun 1111" 111111111" 
No.
 11, 5 -"it'll' 1). G. Northern side of what was rormerly
have at least 4,000 votes to the good.. 
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
But there is no gainsaying the fact' 
181illsidwels Ilidg., tnentloollti, III. callod"Barringer Mill Property."after
eard the Paducah Lumber Company's
that, no matter who may win, the property, and what remains is called
-other man will know he has been in the Furnace Property; said strip of
a fight. The city has never seen a IN BANKRUPTCY land adjoins on the south 50 feet last
campaign so warm. The street rail- befare mentioned and is a strip I)
way issue has dwarfed all ethers, and feet wide fronting op Third street
the attempt of 13urton to bring John- and running baek at right angles to
son's record in office. extravagant e low water mark of the Tennessee
or high taxes to the front has tailed 
In the District Court of the United
river; said tracts sixth and seventh
miserably. It Is a straight out-and- 
States for the Western Districts of
being the same property conveyed to
Kentucky.
out fight between Tom L. Johnson, the Paducah Furniture 34anufactur-
advocate of three-cent fare and the 
In the matter of Paducah laurnit-
lite Company by Julien B. !orient and
streets for the people, agaigst Theo- 
tire Manufacturing company, bank-
others by their deed dated August
dare E. Burton. backed by the Cleve- 
rupt, in Bankruptcy.
lath. 1891. and recorded in deed
land Electric Railway company tieing 
John Rock, trustee of the estate
feed beet( 77, page 14G, in the McCracken
to save the franchises for the sic:hest 
of said bankrupt, hating duly
i re:I:sty Court Clerk's office.
public service corporation in 
the,herein a petition, representing that it
e beat interest_ et_ All 
the. above described property.
rate,
im desirable for th 
Burton has so far been a strong 
said estate to sett at private sale the tee-
el:her wIRt ill the ifnproveiventa
teereon or tn any wise appertaining
candidate, and his meetings, several 
property hereinafter described, be-
(e.cept that part of said property
each night, in immense circus tents.licugiug 
to the estate of bankrupt.
re:natter described, as follows:
have drawneehousande, but Johnson'!" 
.the same having come on for
has been equally. welcomed. and Ismeatnng 
before me, of %which hearing. legit:ming at the corner of proper-
arousing the More enthusiasm. John-iten (lays' 
notice was given by mail to tY of Paducah Furniture Manufactur-
son, always cheerful, Is at his best 
creditors of said bankrupt, now after il ing Co: on Third street, also corner
. questionside 
hearing, no adverse interest hay- of property known as "Furnace Proe
.rton is hot used to this rapid-ftreIing 
appeared thereat, it is ordered elle," and runnigg thenoe with
• 'le and objected to it when some:that
 the said trustee be authorized tolThird stfeet In a northsrly elme don
..e leaned to cross-examine him at 
sell said real estate as .described In 711 fee-rno a stake in the line of Third
.eaent meetink7When be saw that i th
e petition of said trustee. to-wit: Is7reet and extending thence for width
First Tract: Beginning on tThird.".3 feet towards Tennessee river and
(formerly Locust' street at the eor-Inith line of Furnace Property to the
ner of the lot once owned by A. Mul- tight or way of the Nashville, Chatta-
ploperty conveyed to the Pa- 
-1-
18 Year; *as Istersei by Dullness Ea- Ireerporafel. 930000.00 Catttai
Sneer most often from disease are the 45. page 3361, McCracken --County
ones who have the most difficulty in Court Clerk's office.
keeping their bowels open. Regular I Fifth' tract: Beginning gt a point
bowel action is half the battle of health, on a 
a, .
How Burton and Johnsen Are Fight- ea topt alley 158 feet from thePeople who have a tendency to con- ,'"
ing for Supreme.), ha City By corner of Third and Tennessee street;stipation must of necessity use something
the Lakes, to help nature along: This should not thence on a line parallel with Third
be a violent aid like salts or purgative street 200 feet; thence at right angles
waters, cathartic pills or pointers, but a ,18a % feet to Second street; thence
syrup liquid that svill otl the intestines at right angles 200 feet to Tennetsee
That nearly every man who has a and ineea_bhrail
ysrenthatwiot mcoemnesaindconteackt
veite will cast it in the mayoralty
witpeoh. C 
street; thence•on a line of Tennessee
generally should never be givwet:a street 188 ta feeet to the beginning,
election here November 6, says a serous ,,,,,,,10,?,sitweasens the systbemat.4ndii. being the same property in all re-
York Times. is clearly indicated by ilea acts its sod you arc worse Off Orel before. nit u re Menu
reiturt"iirestympe:ityhtor"trMallyr sra•IVitien tee reuse
anufacturing Company by
Cleveland (0.1 special to the New the ape ts conveyed to the Paducah Fur-
ever known. Over 93,000 have reghis-
)Iter to"nro likdaedllirs. 8 I fl li 
Prompt 
II 1 .;Iftelpill•Ipitt the Bank of Louisville on the 2aththe heaviest registration this city as
'Paeaa.1%.1tvien.rett.ler II TA I ,..1 or 'ineelgi Yea" of January, 1881, and recoeded in
tered up to date, and there will prob- ree,:e-feenneson is Less Lciert's •IrsorrLe "It% ' d et d book 28, page sq. In the office
ably be 1,000 more on the special enitkos anything else- Itesu!:, one 40 Burnie _-ot the McCracken county Court
day. 
,cerettpadoe. dysseesta. IC i I ht ..- ri “ti. liver
Itre,ible, bIllousr.c...s. tletelcr: . , :•.• .t.olni,e. Clerk.
loafs, 
bisas 
ouie..;!. stel:fr..,:,,t altatageLeills IThis heavy registration has, won- re. est°,
er cents or Si aisi 
Sixth Tract: Beginning at, what is
derftr11;._enthused the *Republicans, Oniersact,:redA bottle cOfitS dit i known as eslotirnoy. Jones and Nor-
who claim to see In it a victory for II. /;,'Srashasos hererkdecTi i.Nit constantly 
 to any
allatleboase 'ton addition to the city of Paducah,
Burton. The heaviest increases are feeeeemeo gitleig.etil,  in ti.t,,•talte. .,a a,,oltirlD !commencing at a stake on Thin
shown in the strongly Republican IT nurses Ondernin, tar teetieet sur,:inteii- stro8t ht the upper corner of a piece
wards, and the Republican leaders abezt of te 
kept
:orwocsnic4 I‘.vo,c..1a,..,t 
leal 
itrint  cgyltrtiecre i aof ground 'sold by Flom noy, Jones
say this means that Burton will get a et necakereirssyreePepeinwireseversstors- and Norton to A. Mueller; thence
large share of the stay-at-home vote Igitere=itilteetrst ,itzugtotjettrea.tela4Usetesal with Third street 50 feet running up
that has refused to come out during 'ourself today sad seeds the promos sad Par- Ithe street; thence at right angles in
the last three elections.
SISTER OF HARRY K THAW
TO BE PAFITED FROM EARL.
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. ru
inors of years that the earl of Yar
mouth and his. wife. formerly Mis
..lice Thaw. of Pittsburg, sister o
Harry K. Thaw, are to part gained
ground today, when a firm of Pitts
burg :attorneys received word from
an Eng:Ish firm asking that fu;
aoples of the marriage documents be
. r a
gaged at an expense of $20,000 to.27 feet 6 inches; thense at right an-
was sent off In the evening mail.
send out over 600,000 letters urging , ales toward the river 133 feet to an
It is understood here that since the
killing of Stanford White the sistera 
Burton's election. Party workers in alley; thence at right angles 'down
teverv precinct have been told that the alley -27 feet and 6 inches; thenae
of Harry Thaw has not been at peace the - 
with her titled husband and rumorte 
glad days of the Hanna regime at right angles 133 feet to -the be-
iginninet on Third street. being the
,r their separation have been rife. --
e returning. 
/same property conveyed to the Padu.-
It was the earl of Yarmouth. who, Burton is astounded at this, butete
at the wedding ten years ago, caused can any nothing. He_a_ands as 
the C5 •cah Furniture M'f'g Co. by H. A.
'alit by demanding $1,000,000 in cash street railway candidate, and 
must) relonser and his wife by their deed
before he would go on with the cere- face the music. 
!dated March Isth. 1860, and record-
One strange angle that has arisen ed in deed book 27, p
age 199. M-
mony.
in the campaign is the attempt to Crecken County 
Court Clerk's office,
make it appear that Cleveland, known' Third Trace: 
Beginning at a point
everywhere as a model city,has a poor on Teollessee 
street 188% feet from
govtrnment and is as deeply incrust- an alley; 
thence with Tenpessee
ed with grafting as Pittsburg. Phila-estaaet,east about
 400 feet to low wa-
• would have to stand for it he took
medicine, however, and now
t
empera results.
1 tit 11,11.zall flag Charge,
l \ a- 'I i 11 i... I 1 n, 0. :. 2' reonenand
'ms to get as much fun out of this . - it-Chief Hale. of ;hi. Soanish-
.ndidate baiting as does his more ler and la
ter by Wiliam Grief, beIng i eooga & St. Louis railway. which lot I ithcr written or printed, petted in ,e,, rican veterans, is bur. tn% „ei-
,ey opponent. He made one gripe- the 
lower corner of said Muller lot, 1 C' ground is on the west side of said the vicinity of said land and at three r.:, re the ,har._. of a ne"ro mem
' 1 s error. however. Johnson -ow_ arm which li
es between 'that was atiright of way and between said right ether public 
places in the city of ea_ ft,... _ 1,,,,. , . 1 - 1 _ _ ,.1 1
that t . . .i.. b eg • is . rn n-
-toted him to a joint (1,-hate. He the date of 
Miler's deed Paducah and..of way and Third street. Also the ducah, Kentucky, for four weeks .
i 
1.
Jersey; thence running at right an- t
ee. of ground on the east side of the
!declined, and Johnson has been poi:-
elle fun at him ever since. Finally
' le two agreed to a debate In the 
gics with Third street and with theiright of way 'fronting -2all feet on
line of said Muller lot to the Ten: Tennessee river and extending from
nessee river at low water mark; laaid river to the east side of said' . wspapers, but it has dwindled Into
farce. thecae down the river at
 low wateririelit of waY, and being on the east Ina
of -,aid right of way on the south 
the best price, he sill sell said
Another hole into which Burton mark and about at right 
angles with, property free from all lien thereon
has unwittingly been pushed may the Muller lot 176 feet 5 
inches to alba whit Is known as the Furnace said liens to attaeh to the proceeds
give him much trouble before elec-
tion day. He has always been op
posed to the use of money In elec-
tions except for the most ordinary
nea.essities. When the campaign
started. Mayor Johnson suggested
that each tell from day to day where
he was getting money for campaign alley 146 feet and 5 inches; said al-
expenses, and how it was being used. ley being parallel with Third street:
Burton refused to give his sanction thence at right angles 158 feet to
to this scheme. Third street; thence with Third street
Now the charge is being made that 30 feet to the beginning, being the
the Cleveland electric railway offi_ same lot of land in all respects con-
cla's and other public service corpor-Iveyed to the Paducah Furniture Man-
ations who fear Mayor Johnson s ufactnring cotnpany by James W
corner at low water mark; thence
running from the river parallel with
the first. line and exactly 176 feet and
5 inches therefrom to a corner at a ge & St. Louis railway. The proper-
paint 158 feet from Third street to tY thus excepted being the same in
an alley 16 feet wide that runs into al' respects conveyed by Paducah
Tennessee street; thence with said Furniture Manufacturing Co. and W
F. Paxton trustee to the River Land
Compel-4 on the 18th of May, 1907,
reaorded in deed book NO, page 391.
teuzether with all machinery, engines
boilers, saws, shafting, belting, tools
and appliances•of every kind and de-
seription Mended In the plant and
factory of said company which is lo-
cated on the above described land.
power are giving up thousands of :Jett:son and others by their deed
s
r dollars to elect Burton. Republicanidated April 1st, 1870, arel recordedi 
The trustee will sell said real ,
tate and the plant thereon together
es-
part)' workers are being paid. Bill_ in deed book "T," page 566, in the
's of- M it hall the property hereinbefere de-
are 
are being used. Expert writera ilicCracken County Court Clerk
employed to dig up literature by flee, 
scribed at public sale, on the 7th day
1 
I Second Tract: Beginning at a point of November, 1907, to the highestthe ton.
A Chicago firm that helped in the on Third stroet 319 feet above 
Ton_ bidder, for one-third cash and the
balance on a credit of six and twelve
• Bushee-Dunne campaign has been eneneasee atreat, thence up Third street
I roperty; on the east ba Tennessee
rhar, on the north and west by raid
right of way of Nashville, Chattanoo-
PILES! MKS? PILES!
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment wit
'-tire Ell:nd, Bleeding and Itching
:Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allara
eching at once, acts; as a poultiee. ,delphia or Harrisburg. Burton hat ter mark on 
Tennessee river; theme
dives instant relief. Williams' Indian made the statement at several of his south with the 
Tennessee river 200
Pile 0 ntment is prepared for Piles meetings lately. though CO far he haa feet;
sad itching of the private parts. Sold not 
thence %est to within 188%
givenefaCts to substantiate the feet on an alley; thence north 200
assertion._ Johnson defies his oppo..;feet to the beginnin
g, and beibg the
neat to prove graft in any form, and same property conveyed to the 
Padu-
denounces Ihim for throwing mod -aticah Funtiture 
Manufaaturing corn.
the city which has given bins such pany by Frank M. Fisher
 and his
high national honors. iwife by their deed dated Ap
ril 7th.
William Booth, commander-in-chief While Burton was declaring a aese.1903, 
recorded in deed book 71, page
at the Salvation Army, is at the Hotel 'nights ago that Cleveland was worse 1 409. in the 
McCracken County Court
alleniy in this city, greatly fatigued. than Philadelphia, President McCrea, Clerk's 
office.
following a journey from Columbus of the Pennsylvania railroad, in an Four
th tract: Beginning on Third
today. While it is stated the general's interview, was saying: "While I take street 
at the corner of a tract of land
eandition is not grave, it is admitted CO sides In this contest, I have ob-once 
owned' by Joseph Barbour and
he is verb,' tired and much exhausted, served that Cleveland is a well-gov-,scild by 
Flournoy. Jones and Noreen
NO peraon, not even the members of erned City. The streets are in good 
to A, Molter, north corner of the
Ills party, has been allowed to see shape, the city is well policed. I like Property 
owned by the Paducah Fur-
Jen. Booth since his arrival here. Y i niture 
Manufacturing company;our mayor and his businese methods.
thence up Third street 100 feet to a
General Booth III .egain.
Pittsburg. Pa., Oct. 28-C General
s Gen. Young Wins Victory,
Washington, Oct. 28 --Attorney
leneral Young. of Minnes,Pta. won a WITH ARNICA and MITCH HAZEL. see 
river; thence at right angles and
ereliminary victory in the railroad 
The best Salve in the world for runnipg down the Tennessee river at
1.0t, ellen the supreme court of the 
Cnuhts, mBrTettest;r. Bores,edUilciersd, Salt low water nierk. 100 feet; thence at
United States this afternoon ordered all eltin eruptions. PIT; is gaunarast'itaelled
right angles and with the line of the
As release, pending the hearing of to give satisfaction, or money 
re.,,toison Foundry & Hachlace cone
lie habeas-44;wpm proceedings for re- funded. Price 25c by Druggists. pany property 
and the line of the Pa-
titre from itnpraionmente for COD- . WILLIAMB' litlirO. CO., Props., ‘rlucah-Furndatire M_anufActer1131 COM-
empt of federil court.
He aafegitards your city."
11)44''
s
BY Mtn/ Boot i,o•• rn,.1telt. or I: tustratluz reir. by. M %IL
ietenti7r0
rittieftett
FREE
FREE MAIL keeping, 
 IN 
IS:: mg. to :V l; persons In aaee county, desizing 177
Pen. .%ft. n ge, Who \at I oleo
matethip, , Teingraphy, La-tteri(LIP aud semi this rotico (inciiiion'Aig this
litraina. Law. Loo:11.1illetal urawtatr, bast.' papal) to erauguon Practical Bua. 
cuuege..
PADUCAH. SI 4 BROADWAY";
or EvanivUle, Memphis or ht. Louis.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers awl Embalmers
211.213 S. Third St. Paducah, Ky.
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
IS BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR PATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAMA
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
IIIICORPORA
SYN. Mr • IITIJIMMI Of
MEINIIIMINMEmonafillISMONNWAiffillYt•M ss.-sasr. 3w. airiamino.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
1211.124 1•1. Fourth St. Phones 787
•
premires are sit uat..d, alit' he shale ilenies Till I I
_take troll,. the ,uilr:harer a bond fort BEI Viet: )11:\ 1111.t. %0TE.
the unpaid purchase money, pay ails --
to himself, bearing interest at the '1 -a: : d bet
months, at the place where said
$2.70
Worth of th-. famous
Santol
Preparations
for
$1.00
Now on sale at
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
Agent tor original Aliegretal
Candies
WTLIJAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
stake; thence at right angles run-
ning in a straight line to the Tennes-
Cleveland, 0. pally and bows the same •
rate of per cent, per annum from
ewe until paid. and the purchaser
a'. yea ear the raltitatien
n a workman for A. .1. Itzteer
es,11 have the privilege to pay said ts.,:urnia, ei0t: elhe trek was
lend or any part thereof before ma-eliat %en such a e, the workman
in,, and in that event the interest v teed lee • ..iteen tor:welled to re-
fer the unexpired term of the bond on cr‘ol, .t],,g 1:6 u bit expen-
fte part so paid, shall be abated ,.%,. I. •tine .e; to lee-e a man from
'Said propgrty shall be advertised for ha, is era l'ay of buying
sale by the trnstee, once a week for I, is
at least four weeks prior to said
sale, in the Paducah Evening Sun, a
newraaper printed in the city of Pa-
ducah Keutuckv and by notices.
prior to the date of sale.
The trustee shall sell said tracts
of land separately, and also as a
whole, and shall accept the bid bear-
of sale as they are thereto respect-
ive entitled and as the court may
adjudge, lie shall keep an accurate*
account of the property sold, to whom
it its sold, and the price received
therefor, which account he shall file
with the referee on the day follow-
ing said sale.
Witness My hand this the 3rd day
ot October, 1907.
EMMET W. BAGBY.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Notice of Sale by Trustee.
To the creditors of said bankrupt and
others:
This is to notify you, that :moment
to the foregoing order and decree I
shall, at 11 O'clock in the forenoon
on the seventh flay of November
1907, sell at public sale, to the high-
est bidder, all the foregoing described
property on the premises where same
is located for one-third cash and the
s ;;•jain, HMIs
House pai•11.•r.; and te.velista nro
• i•ottle highiv
Dr. 11. T. Hessig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
tious•:
8 lo 10 am. 2 to 4 p m.
Both Pbno•s 270
HENRI MA 11MEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY,
iack Dlottlita, Beak Work, Legal
arid IthrurrY Walk a aPectaitl•
"IMF:MC.11\S IN ENILE"
Is a phrase unlatown (I WI. And yet.
c ,re.umption is ,',riling thoreands
esile in faae,o California or some
other distatit land. Before god tub-
rat to being exiled, give Emulso-
remainder on six and teelve months' ;b po a tiltrcuv.11 trial. It hes cured
time on the terms expressed in said many at twine Is g their loved
I order and decree. cnea. Pityalcians endorse It. Six hot.
I Paducah. Ey., Getolwr 3rd, 1907 this $5.00 from your druggist.
JOHN ROCK.
Trustee of the estate of the Paducah
Furniture Manufacturing Co.
RAISE RAILROAD RATES.
Melanin Commiaalon and Road Ofil-
coos Reach Agreement.
Mexico City. Oct. 2 --T. was au-
thoratively stated today taut a g n-
eral nee in the railway ratett of the
country would go into effect in the
near_Juture. This ccuiduaion WG74
reached- after many ises,sions of thei
railway eemmiesion and the eTffirlals
of the various railroads. The Jatter!
to.id out for a 20 per cent increase.
but the commission agreed to 12 per
.ra nt in-crease.
I No ngreement was readied on the
matter of the shipment of ores. This
point will be settled at a later con-
ference.
$25 Remised.
The city Republican CamPeigal
committee will pay $25 for any evi-
loner. leading to the prosecutioneand
conviction of any one garilty of buy
rug or disposing of registration cer-
tificates.
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
EVANSVILLE. PADUCAH AND
(-Arno LINE.
(Incorporated.)
aVreck on lake Superior.
Fort William, Canada. 0.-I
The wreck of an unknown steamer on
hake Superior is reperted here. It,
es' feared the crew is lost_ The t
wteeked boat was sighted by ollseri-
feisTeli ddring the gate, -----1 
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily Except Sunday.)
' Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
'endings at 8 a. in. sharp. dare', ex-
cePt Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
raid room. Good muck, and table un-
surpassed.
anirefurther information apply to
S. A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
Fest and Broadway,
KILL THg COUCH
ARO CURE THE LUNGS
OUCIIS 
t' VCR
gye & arse
OLD Taal Bottle Free
AND ALL DIROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES. 
111:1A.B.A.NI.LED BATULFACITUR
OR BIONNT RatirOlipnl.
81111Mmilms 
WITH Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR C
•
fl 
Sale
PAGE EIGHT.
WILL IT BE AN ELOPEMENT?
It is umored th111 the presiaent is not satisfied with the results at the peace
terics to call a peaee eon Ati •nce "of nil own- at Washiniotos.
(By United Pre.s
Washington. Oct. 29.-- Another
southern belle has demonstrated that
to be seen is to be loved, and an-
other northerner has proven that
_papa's and manta's coneent isn't .use:
treaty to long as the girl is willing.
Miss Miller, daughter of Lit ut. Col
T. E. Miller. of Alabama. thief quar-
termaster of the Philippine division
is now the wife of Julian Humphrey,
lieutenant of Phielemine'scouts, and
son of Major General Charles F
Humph res , S., retired. tbe took
her new name recently at "The Litee
Churls Around the Corner," in Ma-
nila, after a vain attempt on thh part
of her parents to separate her from
her lover by taking her to the Phil-
ippines from Washington.
Lieutenant 11 u tu phrey and Mir
31111er had known each other for
parse They finally became no de-
voted that 1,Ieut. Col. an.1 Mrs. Mil-
lie became alarmed, believing that
both here too young to marry. That
eiroply cenvinced the levers that they
must marry. Late in the summer,
Lieut. Col. Miller was orderi d to the
Philippines. Mist 'Meier tee-. n't are
ninth for Manila, but this trine eke
was_anxious to go for it meint that
she could thus take I. .r daughter
away from young liuniplece. How
she felt when the first person she
met on the transport' sailing from
Sen Frwroisco etas Julien Ilemehrey
in the uniform of a lienti-nant of
scouts. she has not wee' n to any
one in the Cniteol States. Humphrey
had learned of his vest. ih -•art'sii
tended vceage aid hiei laid his own
plane accenengly. It wa, a delight-
ful voyage, those n: tottli, it nights--
for Miss Miller et semph-y.
The ban was peeed on ?erste hum
!three when the pare reached Mu-
but a pioroffi..e. tret, which he
rertcd sere to elle M I "..r war
-110>: BOR0
4-4
k
-
/ I
The Master Craftmanshil
One thing about
this store doesn't
--change with the ther-
mnmeter nor the alma-
nac: Our standare of
quality keeps steady in
one placeFfiot or cold,
July or January, we
mean to sell the best
goods made. As evi-
dence of that purpose
we remind you that we
are the Roxboro people
of this town; and we've
got some very fine win-
ter cicthes of this make
waiiing to be used.
is Grand Duke of Tulle:my-It:gee-
padesi of Two Eldest( thildrefe
Vienna. Oct. 29.--It is reported
ern Salsburg, Aistria. the Archduke
rdinand Lee grand duke of Tus-
ny. aged :2, Is dying.
- In later years the arclesleate has
been embittered by the conduct of his
two eldest children, ex-crown prin-
cess of Saxony, whose escapades for
several years as Countess Montigneso
made her notorius, and who recently
arried Enrice Toselli, an Italian
..ino player, and former arch Arch-
eike Leopold, new known as Leopold
11,Voe!fling, who gave up his position
lat the Austrian court to marry a
!Vienna actress, and who, after a di-
evorce was married In Slwitzerland to
a daughter of a horse dealer.
' The Union Pacific Railroad has
Mittel a weed burner %bleb covers
k 011 Y-fire miles of road in twelve
else and .4eatroya sthe weedif. real
714 branch. ft Is aegasqljne machine
.ith blower attachments and some
eople believe It can be adapted to the
purpose of killing weeds en farms.
!given a key, proved a great assist
11,e to CIITEd
Then for wrote unknown reason
and through some n n vea I ed I nfl u-
en v. Lieut. Humphrey was ordered
,frousellanila,40 Atiadausse, a
tar toto the south. Did he go alone?
iialf a dozen persons who gathered in
the Methodist church to hear Rev.
'aa It. Harper pronounce the wed-
!,It, otrentoby a'few hours later can
i al/15Wor that question-also the post-
!master at Maeila.
-Ladies: The American (antic-
111111 Will IN` In Wen all ilibeettek. A
smile feint him is giaal for a pair of
i stiem .tmerican Lady •litets free at I
LENDLER & 1.11iON'S.
LOVE AND TRUST
GREATER G EN FAO e.ITY ANIONG
1 A)1E1:1ClN lilt litil MEN.
14`tot flickering and Wrangling Than
In England, Say. Iii-.hop
London, Oct. 29.-The bishop of
letedon pointed his steitien at the
Church of the Holy Tetley Sunday
with refercr..e to what he saw in.
America, whence he arrived yester-
day.
"There is far greater generosity,
love and trust between different
bediess 'of Christians anti between
Flhoo!s of thought in the same
church in America than o'-re in Eng-
leed." raid Or. legratii. 'It IK:.1.11 like
geing eito another atmosphere to
• set from wrangles or Goat Britain
an atmosehere where they are
•.ii;:(1 A n.
"1 found that the bitterness which
graces our church at home Is uns
own in the United States, although
re are renseientious differences
're. It was quite a shock, amid the
4. and harniony there, to take up
e. Englis.h newepapets and read re-
-is of the church congress heeeet,aild
--di that the eternal wrangling -was
jig on today which had been godeig
for sears.
"it was a ,iereat lersoneto h pres-
THIt PADUCAH EVENING SUN
-Morris in Spokesman-Review.
RIVER NEWS
River Stages.
Cairo  ....10.5
Chattanooga  2.0
Cincinnati  7.3
Evansville  5.9
Fiorence  6.4
Louisville  4.0
Mt. Carmel  2.0
Nashville   7.3
Pittsburg  6.0
St. Louis  7.5
Mt. Vernon  4.5
Paducah   4.3
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.2
Another fall of .2 was shown in the
river siege by the government gauge
thi smorning, the stage being 4.3. A
alight rise started at Pittsburg yes-
terday and It is expected that the
river will at !elect be stationary to-
ilsome:ow.
There was little doing around the
whiarfboat tles morning, although
the packets that were in and out
seemed to be doing a fair busimerie.
The Clyde came in this morning
from the Teneessee river, alleging
out a good shipment of produce. She
went to Joel)* and will return today
to receive freight for htr return voy-
age.
The Chaney Lamb left yesterday
for the Tennessee after ties.
Captain lee Berryman who
started out with the Chanete. Lamb,
to pilot her up the Tennessee river,
was relieved at Perryville, Tenn., and
returned here to go with the A. D.
Allen to Memphis, leaving Paducah
Saturday. The Allen has recently
undergone thoroueb repeirs at the
dry docks and is ainmet a new boat.
The Blue Spot came In yesterday
from Joppa.
The Reaper arrived from Cases--
1111e this morning with nine barge s
of cosi- for the West Kentucky Coei
'company.
Toe John S. Hopkins was In from
Evansville this morning.
The Reuben Dunbar le expected in
from Evansville tomorrow in place
of the Joe Fowler which will lay up
for repairs.
The Jim T. Duffy came in front the
Tennessee river yesterday with-a toe
of ties, and after taking on srupple s
left this morning for another trip up
the same stream.
Wok continues geed at .the drn-
de, ks and marine ways and all the
at the general con t;on of the 
available ship carpenters and caul.
tritie':n the United States; highly 
kers are employed. Captain Williams,
trurtive a a, lemaire from. 
of the ways, says that he could em-
ail ere t iv aide with 
ploy a number of other good men if
they were obtainlatee.N‘o1( both repres.entieg
w York. It was true Demoeraey.„ The I. N. Hoek is receiving exten-
sive repairs at the dry docks. When
I ERIONAND IV REPORTF:D DYING 
the repairs are contpkbeel she will be
used In towing ties for the Steusciard
Tie company.
Commander. L. S. Van Dueer. of
the lighthouse service of the Fif-
teenth district, is at present on the
lighthouse ste#mer Oleander. but will
return to the Lily when her new en-
gine is completed, and will re-estab-
lish lights at Cairo before going to
Paduesh for winter quarters. Capt.
William Eagan: the Lily's master of
navigation, is quartered on the Lily
and looking after her repairs.
The St. Louis and Tennessee River
Packet company will send out the
steamer Saltillo to Waterloo on the
Tennessee river Thursday. connect-
ing with steamers at Paducah and
Cumberlund river at Paducah. (apt
John E. Maissengill, traffic manager
rale she will be here on time, recces,
Ing daily. Billy Pennloton is lookinc
after her interests.--St. Louis Poet- •
Dispatch.
-Ladies: Sete if yussozaw, get s-
pindle front Hie American_ Gentleman:
and get a pair of $4.00 American
iludy shoes free at
LENDLN.)R • LYDON'S.
APPRAISEMENT
OF k I TTI NG MILLS PERSON-
ALM FIXES VALUE $2,016.75.
Receiver Will Offer Stock for Sale
November 15 to Satisfy the
Judgment.
E. P. Toot, Thomas L. Upton and
('. E. Jennings yesterday afternoon
appraised the stock of finished goods
and raw material of the Dixie Knit-
ting Mills company, fixing the figures
at $2,546.75. The appralsement was
flied with Referee in Bankruptcy E.
W. liagby. •
The plant is now in the heads of a
receiver, Attorney Cecil Reed, who
will on November 11 sell It pursuant
to a judgment filed in cirduit court
in the action of the Globe Bank and
Trust company against the Dixie
Mille company to foreclose a mort-
gage for $50.000 In bonded indebted-
ness.
-Ladles: See if you can get a
snille from the American Gentle n
miti get it pail" of $1.00 American
Lady shoe.. free at
LENDLEM & 1.1CDON'S.
Says Angelical* Mismitinary to Ungava
' Ray-Severe Cold Cause.
St. Johns. N. F., Oct. 29.-Cana-
balism has been resorted to by the
Eskimos in the Ungava Bay district,
and on the shores of Hudson Strait,
acceding to Rev. Stewart. an. Angola
can missionary to the Ungava Bay
Eakimos.
Rev. Stewart states that owing to
the severely void weather and untie
ual scarcity. of game, maey natives
in the remote regions have perished
from starvation, and exhaustion and
the survivors have been forced to
fail•canabalenn to metal!' life   •
fall Recently a crew of a New Found-
fall land vessel Wlikel WA In Vngeva Tian
'Ian discovered thirty skeletons lying une,
fall buried on the beach. It is supposed
sted that thew were remains of some of
the victims of the famine.
ANTHONY YOGI
OLD GERMAN RESIDENT SIX-
('t MISS TO PNEUMONIA.
Funeral Will Take Place Tomorrow
Morning at 9 01.7lock-Marie
Englert Dies of Bronchitis.
Mr. Anthony Vogt, 75 years old,
one of the oldest and most proniinent
German residents of the city, died
yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at his home, IOUS South Twelfth
street, of pneumonia after an illness
of four days. His Illness was sudden
and few knew of his serious condi-
tion until announFernent of the sum-
mons came. •
Mr. Vogt was born in Germany ane
came to this country when 20 years
old. He was a carpenter by trade
and worked at this vocation until
ten years ago, when he retired be-
cause of his advanced years. He had
been married twice, his first wife
dying 40 years ago. He is survived
by a wife. formerly Mrs. Henry
Budde, and three children. They are
Mrs. Henry Gockel, wife of the well
known baker; Mrs. Joseph ,Gockel,
Widow of the late tailor, and Mrs.
Martin Vogt, of Golconaa, Ill. Sev-
eral step-children survive him, among
them being Mr. Augustus Budde and
MI" Maggie Buckle.
The funeral will be conducted to-
morrow morning at 9 o'clock at St.
Fiances de Sales church, of which he
was a member, The burial will be in
Mt. Carmel cemetery.
bt'Idfal
rise Royal Pair in a Wreck.
fall Cbereourz, Freese. Oct. 29-The
fail king sod queen of Spain earroerly1
fail eecaped death when # train on which
they were riding, left the rails at
Midnight near here. Only the slow
1111pPed FIlVed th:. ;met,. All reeeived
a
LEN OLER &LYDON'S
American
Gentleman
He will be on the
Street all this week,
but t h e American
Gentleman_ Shoes will
be on the street all
the time. They are
here to stay.
Lldie9-Set if you can
get a smile from the
Amen i can Gen tleman
and receive a pair of $4
American Lady 'Shoes
free.
Marie Enfglert.
Marie Englert, 12 years old, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Englert. of
the St. John section, died yesterday
afternoon at 1:30 o'clock of bron-
chitis. The funeral was held II-
morning ,at 11 o'clock. The butt,:
was at St. John's cemetery.
RAILROAD NOTES
Messrs. Fred Flanagan. Clarence
Ellithorpe and John Greif, Illinois
Central machinists. wen 'possum
hunting last night and bagged four
'possum. They will have a 'possum
supper tonight.
Mr. Foster Edison, the Illinois Cen-
tral fireman, haa returned from
Jamestown and the east.
Mr. L. W. Spier. chief clerk of
Yardmaster Sullivan, of the Illinois
Central, has returned from St. Louis.
les position was filled by Mr. T. B.
Pugh.
John Smith, re years old, a negro
eection laborer, lies in the Illinois
Central hospital badly injured. the
!milt of an accident near Henning.
Tenn., yesterday, and may lose the
sight of his right eye. He was stand-
big near laborers driving spikes
when the maul slipped and forced a
spike into his face. The flying spike
cut into his cheek and badly injured
his eye.
Mr. Ed Wheeler, foreman of the
Illinois Central tin and pipe fitting
shops, was forced to walk home minus
the best portion of his trousers last
night, the result of an accident in a
tree. Wheeler was among a party
hunting coons arid "shinned" a tree.
In attempting to dislodge the coon
he slipped and caught his trousers.
Explosion of Oil Stove,
Genoa, In, Oct. 29-Two campers
were burned to death by the explo-
sion of an oil stove near Kirkland
yesterday afternoon. L. Baulan art
T. Parish, both residents of C
place and both melt of family. we
The victims. With E. C Shippie, an-
ether Genoa man, they had been lie
ng In a small camp wagon and an
01d lean-to shanty about twelve miles
from here. Shipple says that they
had all been drinking heavily. _He
was asleep in the wagon which was
backed up against the shanty, and the
other two men wiire in the lean-to
when tlie stove exploded, setting
both the shanty and the wagon afire.
Shippie crawled out just in time. The
others were burned black. The sur-
vivor of the party went to the nearest
house and word was sent to the De-
Kalb county coroner, who took charge
of the case. The two bodies were
brought here this evening.
Members of the Commercial Club
Meet Wednesday Night.
The members of the Commercial
club are requested to meet at The
club rooms Wednesday night at 7:30
to transact fiusinese of vital import-
ance to every member.
SA UNDERS A. F(YW IsRft , Sec Y.
PRINTERS QUIT PAPER THAT
SUPPORTS SALOONS IN FIGHT.
Springfield, .Mo., Oct. 29.-The
Printers on the triweekly published
at Aurora to combat the temperance
organ!zations in the local option fight
there walked out Saturday afternoon
becaufte of the support of the saloon
element by that paper.
LAST CHANCE
Yon may register at the county
clerk's °Mir, If you wear you were
prevented' front registering on other
WE WANT YOUR FEET days by sickness or absence.
Led I er & Lydo
The Farmers' Union of Georgia at
Its recent convention passed a rescolu-
tioa egotist/4 brIngitag emigrants Into
n the south, -The farmer!' of the south
prefer the negro to such foreigners as
30 Broadway. Phones i75 are now going Into that part of the
country.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER Oh _.,111
r
rot' are cordially invited to visit our Corset D:-partment and avail yourself of the services
the expert corset specialist,
MISS BESSIE I. DUNNING
of the designing and &ling department of this cele
brated corset, who will give special free fittings
during this week.
L. B. OGIL VIE & CO.
MAD DOG
WAS ALMOST ON FIREMAN WHEN
HELP INTERVENED.
Noah English Probably Save« Perry
Story From Being Bitten by
Timely interference of Noah Eng-
lish, a fireman at No. 4 station. at
Tenth and Jones streets, saved riro
man Perry Story from being bitten
by a dug yesterday afternoon be-
tween 3 and 4 o'clock in front of the
station house The dog was kill. ;d
by English with a well directed blow
with a stick. Story was stancHng in
front of the station when a pointer
bird dog ran down the street. Eng-
lish was in the rear of the station bst
saw the dog, the doors hetnt open
He realized at a g •
nine was suffering from rabies.
seized a heavy stick. Story Lad net
notated the frathing dog until Etng-
ieb ran out and kilted it. The dog
ass making for the unsuspecting
fireman then English interfered.
-Ladies: The American Gentle-
man will be In wen all this week. A
smile Fr  him Is good for it pair of
$4.os) .4,mericast Lady shoes free t...1
LENDLEK & LYDON'S.
The World's Desire.
Beauty is like a star
Shamed in the bold daylight,
But coming out of the far
At the call of the mystic nieht.
Beauty is like a dream:
We wake, and, lu it is flown:
If we sleep again, 'twould mom.
We niay make It our very own.
Beauty is like a flower
In a dueit garden set.
That, reeved away, for an hour
Gives of her odor ) 't
Century
rashionable
Patent
Leather
eeitieemm
.5hoe
American Gentleman
$3.50 $4.00, $5.00 SHOE
If you have never worn them begin now
with this style. It will be the most satisfac-
tory pair of shoes in every respect you ever
bought.
It is a Special Patent Leather Buttoned
Shoe with mat top. Made on the fashion-
able St. Regis last, a noteworthy, smart
shoe.
We carry a Complete line of American Lai), and American
Gentleman Shoes, as well as other Hamilton, Brown Shoes
-the Shoes that are the choice of particular people all
over the country.
